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2022) क� �ित  �कािशत करते �ए हष� के साथ आपके अवलोकनाथ� ��तुत ह ै। रेलवे बोड � के वो�यूम 33 अंक 1-2  

िनदश� ानुसार वत�मान म� इरीन जन�ल के �थान पर “इरीन ई-जन�ल” �कािशत क� जा रही ह ै। “इरीन ई-जन�ल” के �ित आपका 
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इस पि�का को और अिधक सु�िचपूण�, �ानवध�क, �भावी एवं उपयोगी बनाने के िलए आपक� �ित��या ही इस पि�का को 

िनखारने म� �ाण ऊजा� का काय� करेगी।  
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 Harmonics Mitigation & Power Factor Correction 
in Traction Sub-station 

 R.K MEHTA V VENKATA SUBRAMANIAN   U. SHANKAR S.A KUMAR PRABJYOT SINGH GHAI 

(then CEDE/SR) PCEE/SR Sr.DEE/OP/MAS
(then Sr.DEE/TRD/MAS) 

DEE/TRD/MAS ADEE/TDR/JAT
(then ADEE/TRD/AJJ) 

1. Introduction
In an ideal power system, the current and 
voltage waveforms are sinusoidal. However, it 
is not so in actual practice due to various non-
linear loads being fed by the system. In case of 
electric traction, the load current consists of 
both active and reactive components apart from 
harmonic currents. The reactive and harmonic 
currents affect the quality of power being drawn 
from the grid. Some of the key Power Quality 
concerns of Indian Railways include:
● Low Power Factor: The power factor (on 
primary side of the traction transformer) may 
vary from as low as 0.7 to about 0.8 lag 
depending on the nature and extent of load. 
Whereas the power supply authorities insist for 
maintaining the average power factor above 
0.95.
● Current Harmonics: The traction load current 
has considerable harmonics. The individual 
harmonics vary from about 5% to as high as 
30% depending on the type of locomotives 
being fed and the extent of loading.
● Voltage Regulation: The voltage regulation in 
traction system is poor because of the low 
power factor. The voltage regulation can be 
improved by adequate reactive power 
compensation at traction substation.
● Increased Copper loss & High MD 
requirement: The amount of copper losses in 
the OHE increases due to the presence of 
Harmonics Current & also due to poor lagging 
power factor. This in turn results in increasing 
the Maximum demand of the Traction Sub 
station which is an extra liability on the 
Railways. 
Railway traction network contains very high 
harmonic currents which adversely affects 
performance of electrical equipment connected 
to the network. 

The harmonics content in traction network has 
been found to be in excess of limits prescribed 
in IEEE 519 standard. Adoption of a suitable 
compensation system is further necessitated as 
Tamil Nadu electricity board (TNEB) is levying 
surcharge on Southern Railway on account of 
high harmonics content. This is causing 
additional financial burden of INR 50-60 Lakh 
per TSS per month, in addition to regular 
traction energy bill. To address the above issue, 
S o u t h e r n  R a i l w a y  h a s  s u c c e s s f u l l y 
commissioned an HT Power Quality Restorer 
System (PQR) at Tiruvalam TSS of Chennai 
Division which is the first of its kind over entire 
Indian Railways. 
2. Power Quality Restorer (PQR) 
The Power Quality Restorer is a unique extra 
high voltage device that directly connects to the 
25 kV bus at the TSS. It provides a maximum 
specified RMS current compensation (240 A in 
the case of 6 MVA rating) irrespective of the bus 
voltage. The compensation current can be 
totally fundamental (i.e. reactive power 
compensation either leading or lagging), or 
totally harmonic, or a combination of both 
fundamental and harmonic currents. 
The Power quality restorer compensates up to 
13th order harmonics present in the system. It 
calculates the reactive & the harmonic 
components in the first cycle of the load current 
& dynamically makes adjustments for harmonic 
compensation in the next cycle & further carries 
out power factor corrections in the subsequent 
cycles depending on the extent of harmonics to 
be mitigated. PQR has proven to be very 
successful in mitigating harmonics & improving 
power factor at Tiruvalam Traction sub-station. 
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PQR uses Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
technique which is realized be means of power 
electronic switching devices like IGBTs. 

Digital signal processing (DSP) based control 
system calculates the reactive and harmonic 
components of the load current through 
continuous measurements (closed loop 
control). The corresponding fundamental and 
harmonic components of the PWM voltage is 
dynamically adjusted to offer required 
compensation for the reactive and harmonic 
current components of load current. 

PQR has a very low loss of about 1.1% - thereby 
resulting in considerable energy saving as 
compared to  LT products  fo r  s imi la r 
applications. Key parameters of two units PQR 
devices commissioned at Tiruvalam TSS are as 
under: 

Nominal voltage (RMS)     25kV

Power rating                      2 x 3 MVA

Operating voltage range
(rms)
 

17.5 kV to 30 kV

Max voltage (rms)             30 kV (short term)

Rated current (rms)           2 x 120 A 

Overload                           10% overload, 10min 

Grid frequency                  50 Hz±10%

Connection                       1-phase

System loss                    ≤ 0.8% (full load)

Current THD                   < 7%

Harmonics 
compensation 

upto 13th order harmonics

Ambient temperature        -10°C - 50°C

 Cooling type                      Forced air cooling

Embedded Features HMI, data logging and 
smart metering with 
mobile applications 

3. Salient Features of PQR 

PQR offers following salient features, 
● Closed loop dynamic VAR compensation to      

ensure power factor > 0.95 
● Harmonic mitigation up to 13th order 
● Highly efficient (>98.5 %) 
● Compact and low noise 
● Reduce Maximum Demand (MD) 
●Ensures Total Demand Distortion, TDDi < 

7.5% (as per IEEE 519-2014), thus avoids 
harmonic surcharges 

● Improves Voltage regulation 

● Reduces copper loss & increases the life of   
transformer 

● Remote monitoring on Cloud 

Power Quality Restorer (PQR) can work in a 
standalone system or in conjunction with the 
existing capacitor bank/banks setup to 
achieve current harmonic compensation and 
power factor correction. 

4. Single Line Diagram (SLD) of HT PQR with 
Direct connection at 25 kV bus 

Fig. 1: SLD of PQR 

5. Working Principle of PQR 

PQR uses cascaded H-bridge topology 
consisting of 55 cascaded H-bridges (each of 1 
kV rating) for direct connection to the 25 kV bus. 
It is connected to the 25 kV bus through a series 
reactor and associated control switchgear. The 
load current and load voltage are measured 
from the load side CT and the PT at the 25 kV 
bus as shown in Fig 1. The reactive power 
consumption and the load harmonic currents 
are assessed through digital signal processing. 
The required harmonic current compensation to 
limit the TDDi within the specified limit is 
assessed apart from the reactive power 
requirement. The output voltage VC of the PQR 
is controlled in such a way as to achieve the 
desired current injection iC from the PQR. 
The following equation governs the current 
flowing through the reactor at any given instant 

where iC, vC and vL are instantaneous values of 
current and voltages. 
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The PQR uses pulse width modulation 
technique (PWM) for switching devices like 
IGBTs. DSP control system continuously 
calculates the react ive and harmonic 
components of  the load current .  The 
corresponding fundamental and harmonic 
components of the PWM voltage is dynamically 
adjusted to offer required compensation for the 
reactive and harmonic current components of 
load current. PQR responds accurately as per 
the load requirement dynamically. 

After the required harmonic current compe-
nsation, the balance capacity of the PQR is 
used for reactive power compensation to 
improve power factor. 

Fig. 2: SLD of traction load with PQR 

Vs = Source Voltage, Vc = Output AC Voltage of 
PQR VL = Load Voltage, Is = Source Current
Ic = Compensation Current of PQR
IL = Load Current, ZS = Source Impedance ZT = 
Traction transformer impedance
ZL = Load Impedance, L = Series Reactor

Fig.3: System TDDi without PQR

Fig.4: System TDDi with PQR 

Being based on IGBTs operating at relatively low 
switching frequencies (from 150 Hz to 350 Hz) 
and deploying cascaded H-bridge units, it 
ensures low switching losses and near sine 
wave output voltage at the 25 kV bus. 

6. Switching Device Arrangement 
Each 3 MVA unit contains 11 power stacks, 
housed in total 2 Power cabinets. All these 
power stacks are connected in series. Each 
power stack contains a master H-bridge and 4 
slave H-bridges. Switching devices receive the 
switching commands from local control board 
which in turn receives commands from DSP 
board.

Each power cabinet houses series connected 
H- bridge power stacks. Each H-bridge power 
stack has five nos. series connected H-bridges 
of rated voltage of 1 kV each. 

One power cabinet houses six nos. series 
connected H- bridge power stacks (P1 to P6), 
while the other power cabinet houses 5 series 
connected H-bridge power stacks (P7 to P11). 
Thus a 3 MVA system has 55 series connected 
H-bridges.

The point between P3 and P4 is connected to 
the enclosure of power cabinet 1, while the point 
between P9 and P10 is connected to the 
enclosure of power cabinet 2 as shown Fig. 5. 
Thus the enclosure of power cabinet 1 is about 
8/11th of 27 kV bus voltage, while the enclosure 
of power cabinet 2 is 2/11th of the 27 kV bus 
voltage. 
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Fig. 5: Arrangement of power stacks. 

The potential to ground of various points of the 
power cabinets is shown in Fig. 5. 

Each power stack via local control board 
communicates the status to the main control 
unit provided in the control cabinet. The 
communication between the local control board 
and the main control unit is through optical fibre 
cab le .  Each power  s tack  has  inbu i l t 
overvoltage, overcurrent and short-circuit 
protection. 

7. Equipment Arrangement 

Fig 6: Typical SLD of 6 MVA (2 x 3 MVA) PQR 

Fig. 7: Aerial view of Power Quality Restorer at 
Tiruvalam TSS, MAS Division, Southern 

The PQR consists of an outdoor section & an 
indoor section. 

8. Description of Outdoor Components 

1. Isolator: 

To disconnect PQR from the 25kV Feeder Line 
during maintenance. The rating of Isolator is 
27.5 kV, 1250 A. 

2. LA (Lightning Arrester): 
42 kV, 10 kA discharge Lightning Arrester is 
used in the system. 

3. PT (Potential Transformer): 
Potential Transformers used for measurement 
of 25 kV feeder voltage. 25 kV/110 V PT is used. 
4. C.B (Circuit Breaker): 
Circuit breaker is used to protect the circuit in 
case of overload or short circuit in the system. 
27.5kV, 2000A rating CB is used in the system. 

5. CT (Current Transformer): 
Rating of CT used is 25kV, 200/5A. 

6. V.I (Vacuum Interrupter): 
It is used for pre-charging and discharging 
applications. Rating of the Interrupter is 27.5kV, 
1600A. 

7. Resistor: 
To limit inrush charging currents of the 
capacitors during power up, resistor is 
connected in the path. After the capacitors 
voltage reaches to a certain value, vacuum 
interrupters PRC 1&2 will be turned on for 
bypassing the resistor. During power down, DC 
bus voltage of capacitors will be discharged 
through the resistor by turning on vacuum 
interrupters DSC 1&2. The rating of the resistor 
used in the system is 25kV, 20kΩ. 
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8. Reactor: 
Reactor acts as a filter in the system. Rating 
used is 67mH, 132A. 

9. Indoor Arrangements PQR contains three 
types of cabinets. 

1) Power Cabinet 
2) Control Cabinet 
3) Remote Control Panel 

Power cabinet and control cabinet are housed 
inside the room near the PQR yard. Whereas a 
remote control panel is placed inside the TSS to 
monitor status of PQR. The remote control 
panel is to be interfaced with the railway's 
SCADA system. 

1. Power Cabinet 

The enclosure of the power cabinets has a high 
voltage potential and necessary protective 
arrangement by way of safety interlocks in the 
barricade slider lock is provided to ensure that 
the maintenance personnel can enter into the 
barricaded area only after turning off the system 
and total discharge of the DC link capacitors. 
The typical indoor arrangement of equipments 
is shown in the Figure below. 

Fig. 8: PQR Indoor Arrangement. 

High Tension Harmonic and Var Compensator 
(HTHVC) is an IGBT based converter 
connected directly to 25kV line without a step 
down transformer. 

Fig. 9: (a) Power Cabinets (b) Power Stack 

2. Control Cabinet
In addition to start and stop, necessary 
parameters can be set through this HMI. All 
parameters, events and errors can be 
monitored by this HMI.

Fig. 10: Control Cabinet 
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3. Remote control panel 
It is installed in the control room of the TSS for 
the remote controlled operation of the PQR. 

Fig. 11: Remote control panel 

Features of Remote control unit

- Control panel will communicate with 
distant indoor units of the PQR via Modbus 
RTU.
- Ethernet, Direct I/O, RS485 options are 
available
for interfacing the unit with SCADA.
- Front panel will be provided with 
Emergency stop switch and also push 
buttons to the start/stop the PQR remotely
- Inbuilt embedded features such as Smart 
metering and data logging.

10. Harmonic Reduction at Tiruvalam (THL) TSS 

DESCRIPTION 
(As per TANGEDCO Limits) 

BEFORE 
PQR 

AFTER 
PQR 

Individual Voltage Harmonic 
Distortion (Max 3%) 

Total Voltage Harmonic 
Distortion (Max 3%) 

Total Current Harmonic 
Distortion TDD (Max 8%) 

Average POWER FACTOR 

0.93

1.14

13.12

0.925

0.26

1.3

0.89

0.997

11. Comparison of Harmonics Compensation
     Charges Paid for the Year 2019 & 2020. 
      (January to August) 

MONTH YEAR : 2019 YEAR : 2020

0January                Rs. 50,79,780           

February              Rs. 51,47,316           0 

March                  Rs. 49,01,862           0 

 April                    Rs. 50,22,077            0 

 May                    Rs. 51,82,223            0  

 June                   Rs. 54,58,649            0 

July                     Rs. 53,33,823            0 

 August                Rs. 53,68,878            0

 Rs. 4,14,94,608 
(INR 4.14 Cr) 

 TOTAL 
PENALTY 

PAID
ZERO 

12. PAYBACK PERIOD 

(Considering savings made in the month of December, 2019) 

COST OF PQR 
(For a 6 MVA System)

Rs. 4.3 Crore

Total Demand & 
Energy Charges for 

the Month of 
December, 2019

Rs. 3,47,49,249 

Rs. 52,12,387 Saving of Harmonics 
Compensation 
Charges (15%) 

PAYBACK PERIOD = Rs. 4.3 Cr/52,12,387 
= 8.24 Months 
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13. PROTECTION SCHEMES 

PQR is a robust system and offers various 
protection schemes 
1. Protection from lightning  
2. Over voltage protection 
3. Over temperature protection  
4. Protection from humidity 
5. Short Circuit and Overcurrent Protection  
6. Short Circuit Protection of IGBT Power Stack 
7.Over/Under Voltage Protection  
8. Over Temperature Protection Besides the above 

protections, the PQR takes care of frequency 
variation, PLL, discharging or pre-charging 
excess time faults, power cabinet cooling fan 
speed fault and communication faults. 

14. SUMMARY 

The above discussion proves the techno-
economic advantages of 25kV Direct connected 
PQR compensator for railway application. It is a 
unique system with less capital investment; 
wherein the payback period is less than a year. 
Also it is not necessary to provide full 
compensation of reactive power at peak load 
conditions. Whereas, it is necessary to provide 
harmonic compensation at peak load conditions 
to contain the current distortion within the 
specified limits at the PCC to avoid Harmonic 
penalty. 
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 Adhesion is much discussed phenomenon in 
Indian ra i lways.  Load sta l l ing,  wheel 
slipping/skidding, rail burning are commonly 
s tated in  var ious meet ings.  However 
unders tand ing  o f  th is  sub jec t  needs 
improvement. The present article is an 
Endeavour with details on Green field 
Locomotives slip –slide control. 

1. Definition & Explanation of Adhesion,  
Slip, Creep 

Adhesion in Traction has the task of pushing 
the Rolling Stock with its driving equipment. 
When motors run, driving wheels in their effort 
for rotation, exert a frictional force on the track 
tangentially backward at points of contact 
between wheels and track. As a result, driving 
wheels experience a reaction in the forward 
direction, consequently moving wheels and 
Loco in forward direction. 
For starting tractive effort maximum limit is 
defined by Axle load and adhesion coefficient 
only, however when Loco is rolling many other 
considerations influence tractive effort. 
Adhesive coefficient calculation for defining A 
sudden drop in the adhesion coefficients 
causes a slip by driving power beyond adhesive 
effort. Therefore, to prevent the slip, it is 
necessary to find traction control utilizing 
maximum adhesive effort and reaching the limit 
of the friction's tractive effort. 
Generally, wheel's force has to be decreased to 
slow down the wheel velocity to an acceptable 
value. 
Maximum longitudinal force between the 
wheel and rail at adhesive state is called 
adhesive force, and the ratio of adhesive force 
to vertical load between the wheel-rail is called 
adhesion coefficient.Coefficient of Adhesion 
in Traction (μa), provides a quantitative 
measure of the tendency of wheels to slip and is 
defined as:

 μa=Maximum tractive effort that can be applied without slipping of wheels 
Weight on the driving axles 

Weight on the driving axles is also the weight on 
driving wheels known as adhesive weight. 
Tractive effort is the total force at rims of driving 
wheels, and therefore, it is proportional to the 
motor torque. Value of the Coefficient of 
Adhesion in Traction depends on the condition of 
surfaces of driving wheels and track at the point of 
contact. For a given value of Coefficient of 
Adhesion, a maximum value of torque can be 
applied wherein linear (track) speed is equal to 
rotational speed i.e. without slipping of driving 
wheels; this in turn places restriction on the 
maximum value of acceleration. If at the points of 
contact between driving wheel and the track, force 
applied is large, the wheels may slip, and then the 
wheels turn but Loco remains stationary. 
Maximum adhesion calculation is based on 
different algorithms as direct measurement is not 
possible. 

Slip : Maximum Tractive or braking effort is 
obtained if each powered wheel of the vehicle is 
rotting at such an angular velocity that its actual 
peripheral(rotational) speed is slightly higher 
(motoring) or slightly lower (braking) than the true 
vehicle speed .i.e. the linear speed at which the 
vehicle is traveling, usually referred to as "ground 
speed" or "track speed". The difference between 
wheel speed and track (or "ground") speed is 
referred to as "slip speed". At Micro level, when 
wheel touches the Rail, the radius of wheel 
changes. The radius decreases and then again 
increases as that point of wheel comes out of rail 
contact. Change in Radius leads to speed change 
resulting in slip region as wheel point loses 
contact with rail known as  However micro slip.
when difference in rotational speed and linear 
speed is appreciable, then slip occurs which 
reduces adhesion and requires torque to be 
reduced or sanding to be initiated.	
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Pure Rolling 
wR=V(when rotational speed 
& track speed equal) 
Slip: When Rotational speed 
more than track speed 
Skid:	When	Rotational	speed
is	less	than	track/translational
speed	

In free rolling a wheel
would rotate 100 
times to travel a 
distance of 100 
circumferences. 

Positive Slip/Creepage 
(Traction mode)wR>V  
T > Tmax wheel-slip starts 

At  1% pos i t ive 
Creepage, a wheel
would rotate 101 
times to travel a 
distance of 100 
circumferences. 

Negative Creeepage Slide 
(Braking Mode) wR>V 

At 1% Negative 
creepage, a wheel 
would rotate 99 
times to travel a 
distance of 100 
circumferences. 

To improve maximum Torque, adhesion coefficient or 
Axle Load has to be increased but track has the 
limitation of maximum axle-load, therefore number of 
axles has to be increased  Creep is the slip level Creep:
divided by the locomotive's speed For example, if the 
locomotive is moving at 12 KMPH and the wheel is 
turning at 13.2 KMPH, then there is 1.2 KMPH slip or 
10% creep, therefore: 13.2 -12 = 1.2 slip level 
(1.2/12 * 100= 10% creep) 

Fig: 4 General shape of the adhesion coefficient μ 
depending on the slip/skid velocity vc 

Adhesion Area

Adhesion Area 

Adhesion Coefficientμmax 

slip/skid velocity vs 

Skid Area 

Slip Area 

Fig: 3 

Fig: 1

Fig: 2 
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Tractive Effort 
Tractive Effort (TE) is the force applied to the 
rail by the wheel of the train to cause 
movement. The size of this force is 
determined by the characteristic of the 
power equipment installed on the train, and 
how the driver uses it. Tractive Effort (TE) is 
a function of speed for a particular setting of 
control (TE) is the force applied to the rail by the 
wheel of the train to cause movement. The size 
of this force is determined by the characteristic 
of In the T-N characteristic shown in fig. 1, the 
TE is constant up to 20 mph,therefore in this 
speed range, from relationship of F = m x a , as 
TE (or Force) is constant, the acceleration will 
be constant. As a result of this, speed will build 
up uniformly with time as shown below in fig-15.  

10

Train Resistance Tractive effort (TE) required
for hauling a load " T " Tonnes on one in " G " grade 
and " S " degree curve is given by 
TE (kg) = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 
Where T1 is Train resistance in kg/t. 
T2 is locomotive resistance in kg/t. 
T3 is Grade Resistance for train and loco in kg/t. T4 
is curvature resistance for train and loco in kg/t. 
2. Different phenomenon affecting adhesion 
control 
Coefficient of Adhesion in Traction depends on 
many factors such as 
  Type and condition of surfaces at the point of 

contact. 
  Vehicle speed.

  N a t u r e  o f  m o t o r  s p e e d - t o r q u e 
characteristic, gear ratio 

  No of Inverters &Type of power Inverter. 
Coefficient of adhesion depends on the 
nature of material used for making the track 
and wheels and also on conditions of track 
and wheel surfaces, e.g. presence of oil, 
grease, water, snow and mud reduces the 
coefficient of adhesion. Coefficient of 
Adhesion in Traction decreases with 
increase in speed. The nature of variation is 
shown in Fig. 6. If oil, grease, water, snow and 
mud fall on the rail or on wheel surface, it will 
be shifted towards left. 

Depends on the nature of speed-torque 
characteristics and Gear ratio of driving motor 
and has a higher value for motor with low 
regulation of speed i.e. when for a given 
increase of speed drop in torque is large. When 
a wheel slips, the speed of driving motor 
increases. The torque drops by a large amount 
in motors with low regulation of speed and the 
wheels regain their grip on rails immediately 
avoiding slip. Coefficient of Adhesion in Traction 
is also affected by number of Traction Motor per 
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  To quickly find the correct operating point 
inside the stable region of the adhesion 
characteristics or near the characteristics' 
maximum (alternatively to set the operating 
point's distance from the adhesion charac-
teristics' peak to utilize vehicle adhesion 
capabilities, i.e., to utilized vehicle weight 
efficiently).
   To make sure the slip control system operates 
correctly if the adhesion conditions or the 
normal force change fast and unpredictably.
  To modify required drive torque quickly and 
continuously. 

inverter as it allows precise individual TM 
control and the speed of response of power 
Inverter and drive. When a wheel slips, the 
wheel slip detection circuit gives command for 
the reduction of motor torque so that the speed 
of that wheel reduces such that slipping wheel 
can regain the grip. In a drive where the torque 
can be reduced faster, the tendency for wheel 
slip will be lower. An aid in slip reduction is 
continuous welded rail (CWR), which gives a 
smoother, uninterrupted support to wheel 
treads. Trucks designed to maintain a more 
nearly equal weight on each axle also help. 
When the loco is standstill on level gradient, its 
weight is equally shared by all axles, but this 
condition is disturbed when the loco or train is in 
a condition of run or start/brake, due to turning 
moments. 

3. SLIP& SLIDE CONTROL: 

Slip & Slide control is a locomotive function that 
deals with wheel slips. In some cases, zero slip 
(or minimal slip) is desired; in other cases, 
higher levels of slip are permitted. Regardless 
of approach, the "bottom line" of as wheel slip 
system is how much the locomotive can pull 
after wheel slips have been considered. 
Different axles of loco in dynamic condition may 
have different speeds. Further when Rotational 
speed is more than Track/Translational speed is 
detected by speed sensors, effort is made to 
reduce the speed difference in turn reducing 
slip. 
A slip control system's primary task is to reduce 
the tractive effort so the slip/skid phenomenon 
will be suppressed or entirely excluded. The is 
achieved by keeping the wheel-rail contact in 
t h e  s t a b l e  r e g i o n  o f  t h e  a d h e s i o n 
characteristics. The slip control system basic 
requirements are:
 

4. Special features in WAG12 Slip 
& slide control 

BOGIE 1 

Traction Traction 
inverter 
Motor drive
software  

inverter 
Motor drive
software  

TCU1 

Speed measurements 

E-Block 1

Axle	1				Axle	2			Axle	3				AXLE	4	

  To exclude or to efficiently damp the torque 
transmission chain mechanical oscillations.

  To use only sensors that are available for 
the drive torque control system.

Sub-functions 

The speed measurement and anti-slip/slide 
functions are composed of the following sub- 
functions, detailed here after: 
  Speed measurement and kinematic data 
calculation 
    Anti-slip and anti-slide functions 
   Sanding request 

Speed measurement and other kinematic 
data calculation:- 

The TCU: 
   Acquires the instantaneous speeds of all 
the axles of the section 
  Corrects the gaps between axles speeds 
due to the difference of the wheel diameters 
  Calculate a 'reference' speed for the 
locomotive 
  Calculates others kinematic data used in 
wheel slip/slide correction: accelerations, 
jerks, gaps between axle speeds and the 
reference speed. 
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One locomotive has 2 identical Bo-Bo 
sect ions Each TCU reads the speed 
of  each of  the axles of  the sect ion. 
One TCU drives 2 traction motors. 
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Speed 
acquisition 

Filtering 

and

wheel 

diameter 

correction 

Reference 
speed 
calculation 

reference 
speed 

4 accelerations 

4 speed differences 

4 JERKS 

Vre f 
       Kinematic 
V(i)     data 

Fig. 8: Speed and kinematic data calculation

Wheel diameter correction: 

The speeds given by the speed sensors of each 

axle are different in case of difference of the wheel 

d iamete rs .  These  d i f f e rences  mus t  be 

compensated. The real wheel diameters are not 

known by the TCU (it would be necessary to be 

regularly informed by maintenance). The speed on 

all axles is the same when there is no effort applied 

on the axles, so the correction coefficients are 

calculated when the conditions are favorable (i.e. 

no traction, no electric braking nor pneumatic 

brake applied, and speed higher than a threshold). 

Calculation of the reference speed: 

The principle is to take as the reference speed the 

lowest of the measured speeds (in Traction) or 

the highest measured speeds (in Braking). On a 

locomotive, the acceleration depends greatly on 

the total mass of the train. The maximum possible 

acceleration is thus calculated taking into account 

the mass of the complete train (locomotive & load). 

This information is indicated by the driver at the 

beginning of the journey via the driver console. 

This reference is the limit; act as maximum 

possible acceleration of the locomotive. 

Details about sub-functions: 
Speed acquisition: 
There is redundancy in the speed measurements 
(see fig.13). Faults on the speed sensor channels 
are monitored, in case one channel is faulty (open 
circuit or short-circuit), the measurement is 
replaced by another channel when it is possible.

Reference speed 
axle speeds

 
All axle of the 
section sliping 

Maximal posspibleacceleration

Fig. 9: Limitation of reference speed by max acceleration 

12

Kinematic data calculation: 
The differences between axle speed and 
reference speeds, the acceleration of each axle 
and the jerks of each axle are calculated and 
filtered.	
Anti-Slip and anti-slide functions 
These functions use high performance algorithms, 
considering the speeds, the accelerations, and the 
derivatives of demand is quickly reduced in order 
to make it possible the wheel "grip again". When 
the wheel slip is considered as finished, the effort 
demand is reapplied, initially quickly then more 
slowly, in order to maximise traction performances 
while avoiding having a too high tractive effort at 
the timeof the next potential start of wheel slip. 
Local axle speed accelerations. In traction mode , 
the effort requirement is given by the master 
controller. In braking mode (direct braking mode 
not considered here), the effort requirement is 
given either by the master controller (only electrical 
braking on the locomotive), either by the brake 
handle (electrical braking on locomotive and 
pneumatical braking on all train) In traction mode 
and in braking mode requested by the master 
controller, a correction algorithm aiming to 
maintain a small difference between the speed of 
the local axle and the reference speed is used, 
here called as Low Slip- Slide. This algorithm 
requires fast response time for the realization of 
the effort, so is well fitted for an electric motor drive 
(see fig.16). In braking mode requested by the 
brake handle, as the response time of mechanical 
brake is 
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Local axle speed 

Trac�on mode 

Loss of Adhesion 

Adhesi n recovered 

Effort demand 

0

0
t 

t 

Effort demand 

0

0
t 

t 

Fig. 10: 'Low slip-slide' correction 

Local axle speed Braking mode 

Adhesion recovered 

Wheel slip detection 

Fig: Part of Fig. 11 

Low slip-slide' algorithm:- 

Detected, and to reply the effort progressively 
when the side-slip disappears. 

The detection os the start of wheel slip or slide is 
made from of one of the folowing condition: 

  An excessive local axle speed variation 
compared with the speed of reference ( v In 
fig.16) 

  An excessive local axle speed acceleration (in
fig.16)

  An excessive local axle speed jerk ( excessive 
derivative of the local speed acceleration)
(dt/dt in fig.16) 

When Wheel Slip or side is detected, the effort 
demand is quickly reduced in order  it possible 
the wheel "grip again". when the wheel slip is 
considered as finished, the effort demand is 
reapplied, initially quickly then more slowly, in 
order to maximise traction performances while 
avoiing having a too potential start of wheel slip.

greater than electrical brake, another algorithm 

aiming to maintain a large difference between 

the speed of the local axle and the reference 

speed is used, here called as 'High slide'. This 

algorithm doesn't require so fast response times 

(see fig.17). The principle is to reduce the 

braking or tractive effort when a wheel slide or 

wheel slip is 

‘High slide’ algorithm:-

This algorithm is used only when the braking 
demand comes from the brake handle causing 
loss of brake pipe pressure, with a required 
effort greater than the master controller braking 
demand.

The strategy here aims to maintain a large 
difference between the speed of the local axle 
and the reference speed. Detection is done only 
on a local axle speed variation. The effort 
demand is initially reduced strongly in order to 
achieve adhesion, then the demand is 
calculated according to the variation of the 
speed, the acceleration of the local speed and 
the derivation of this acceleration.

Fig:12	‘High	slide’	correction,	in	braking	mode	
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Sanding request 
In order to improve adhesion in the critical phases 
of operation, the TCU can request the TCMS to 
activate sanding. These critical phases are: 

In traction: 
At the starting of the train, if a wheel slip is detected 
During normal running, if the difference between 
local axle speed and the speed of reference is 
excessive 

In Braking (High Slide): 
During normal running, if wheel slide correction is 
excessive.
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5.  Conclusion 

4.1. Domain wise attributes necessary for High Speed 

 Synopsis 

1.  Introduction 

2.  The limits of Classical Rail and Design methodology for speed raise 

3.  Fundamental Technical Requisites for HSR- Train Resistance, Adhesion, Power. 

4.  Specific technological challenges in Rolling Stock design of HSR 

a)  Carbody- Stability, Weight, Structure, Ride comfort, Loading Gauge 

b)  Bogie - Design, Stability, Un-sprung mass, Strength 

c)  Wheels - Design 

d)  Propulsion-Traction motor and mounting, Braking, Converters. 

4.2. Special phenomenon which attain prominence at High Speed 

a)  Wheel-rail Interaction- Adhesion, Hunting 

b)  Pantograph- Catenary interaction-Panto design, Catenary, Panto Lift. 

c)  Fluid-solid coupling - Aerodynamics, Noise. 

Synopsis: 

The essential basis and technology platforms in the High Speed Rail (HSR) remains similar or 
same as that of other Electrical Rail transit systems like the Urban, Metro etc., but the increased 
speed poses very specific sets of issues. It is noted that as the speeds are increased in general not 
only the loading increases in all sub-systems i.e. Rolling Stock, Track, OHE & Signal but the 
coupling (interface relationship) between them becomes very closely knit, tight, demanding and 
specific. Also the hitherto lesser important phenomenon like Aerodynamics & Noise attain almost 
centre-stage position as the speed is increased. Thus for designing a speed increase, the very 
exacting requirement of meeting several conditions simultaneously becomes sine quo non. What it 
takes to increase the speed of a Rolling Stock, while remaining in the safety envelope is definitely 
worthy of discussion and study. 

The story of HSR design evolution is indeed a veritable treat for Railway engineers in light of the fact 
that Indian Railway (IR) has in past successfully digested the locomotive technology of 
Conventional Electric & later on for the 3-phase Electric platforms from abroad.This is evidenced 
and substantiated by the fact that IR had not only digested this technology but manufactured in-
house a large number of variants of these locomotive as per local requirements, which have been 
the backbone of IR's locomotive base since then. 

The article focuses primarily on the broad design contours of Rolling Stock only, as influenced by 
various phenomenon of Higher speed domains. The specific technical data are presented 
restrictively, wherever necessary,only to illustrate a principle or a point. 
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Recourse is taken to historical developments on a limited manner for illustration, wherever 

necessary. The article intends to sharp focus on essential implications of tighter coupling on the 

design parameters of High Speed Rolling Stock only. The rationale and the details in design 

change of other systems like the Track, Signaling, Power supply etc., are not discussed. here Also 

here, only the Steel-on-Steel high speed rail transportation system is considered, thereby 

eliminating discussion on other High Speed Ground Transportation like MAGLEV & 

HYPERLOOP. As such there is a huge wealth of technical knowledge available on HSR, however 

this article is restricted to illustrate only some generic principles in various sub-domains, without 

going into extensive detail for the sake of brevity. This first article in a series of two draws mainly 

from the Japanese, French and Chinese experiences ,as shared by them in their technical 

literature available on internet and authors experience in being associated with SNCF & UIC for 

various conferences and programs related to HSR. The second article will focus on the historical 

aspect of evolution of HSR technology in Japan, France, China and Korea and acquisition of HSR 

technology by others. The options for India, which is standing presently at a very important 

juncture shall also be discussed. 
1. Introduction: 

The High Speed Rail (HSR) of the present day is a convenience to passenger, magic to a layman 

but certainly a delight for an engineer, as it provides a fascinating insight into the frontiers of 

phenomenon, technology and material. 

The technology, though clubbed with the genre "rail", has many features akin to air transport while 

retaining its basic character of steel-on-steel transit. Speeding-up has its own special set of 

issues. Moving "fast" is of course fundamentally and ultimately limited by the comfort limits of 

acceleration for humans, apart from the technical issues of power and overcoming air resistances 

of denser air than what airliners experience. 

To understand the factors at play when Rolling Stock speed has to be increased, let us start with 

the basic physics & then on the way the associated engineering aspects shall be delved into. 

To start with, as pointed before, it is intuitively understood that for moving faster in any mode of 

transit (human, road, or rail) more energy is needed. In case of Electrical Rolling Stock, this 

translates into higher On-board power. In case of HSR, this requirement is generally of the order 8-

10 MW , as contrasted with 1 MW required for Light Rail, 4-6 MW required for Metro and 

Suburban/Intercity trains. 

It is well known that the development of Railway systems in the middle of 19th century started with 

a Steam Loco hauling a set of passive coaches. Since then, this evolutionary journey saw the 

Steam Loco being replaced by Diesel Loco and /or eventually by Electric Loco, wherever Loads or 

Distances were high. Though, all along this journey the coaches also saw continual 

developments, but the basic philosophy remained the same i.e. of a Concentrated power. All this 

while the development in the Electric Multiple unit configuration was also taking place especially in 

the suburban sector. This Distributed platform was also adopted by many railways for their 

conventional services. In India too, although the EMU services were running since 1928 in the 

Suburban sector, this Distributed platform was adopted for longer distance MEMU services also in 

80's. 

In High Speed Rail (HSR) systems, the forerunner Japan started IN 1964 with the Distributed 

power for its Series 0 Shinkansen, where much thought on Construction cost, Braking, 

Maintenance, Redundancy, Operation etc. had gone into the selection of this configuration. Later 

on the French choose the Centralized platform for its TGV IN 1981.Both of the systems i.e. the 

Concentrated (Loco) and Distributed (EMU) have their advantages and disadvantages, 
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 To integrate all these issues with the operational safety requirement, a suitable signal scheme is 
needed, which translates into Cab Signaling, as human interface is of limited ability in this area at 
higher speeds. 

Below is the graph showing the major speed increases with Conventional rail (Steel-on-Steel) 
and the later developed MAGLEV and yet to be fully developed HYPRERLOOP type High Speed 
Ground Transportation (HSGT) technologies[18]. 

Now, having installed a powerful propulsion unit requires more electrical energy to be sourced 
from the Overhead Line (OHL). This makes the phenomenon of arcing/sparking to be viewed 
more critically, which translates basically into higher tension, alignments and newer OHL 
material. Also many new issues come to play in the Panto-OHL coupling when the speed is 
increased. 

which eventually seems to have tilted in favor of the EMU system of late, as evidenced by the 

many former loco-hauled systems like the Germany ICE adopting EMU systems for its ICE 3 

onwards. This phenomenon was and still is largely powered by the continual development in the 

Power device segment, their continual miniaturization and better controls leading to smaller and 

efficient propulsion amenable to be deployed under slung/overhead. 

The more On-board power now also has to be translated into linear motion, bringing Adhesion 
into focus. Ways and means to enhance it so as to maximize the power for linear motion 
necessitates many hardware changes and better control schemes. However, this increased 
power brings with it the issues of Vibration, Noise and Comfort, which had to be addressed by 
Bogies and Carbody designs. With speed comes the huge power requirement to meet the 
inordinately high Aerodynamic resistance. The whole Car's weight and design has to be revisited 
in the form of light weighting and making them Aerodynamic.
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  Specially upgraded high-speed lines equipped for speeds of 200kmph As per UIC[1], the 
threshold for Conventional rail is about 200-230 kmph and especially with the Centralized 
power platform of (Trains with locomotive +cars) is 200 kmph, with the following additional 
limits. 

2. The limits of Classical Rail and Design methodology for speed raise: 

The Classical or normal passenger rail world over generally operates upto the maximum speeds of 
160kmph only. The discussion on raising this speed begets the basic question as to what limits the 
speed in Classical/Conventional Rail, and what are the technical boundaries of this transport 
medium.? as per the widely accepted definition of High-speed railway (HSR) provided by the 
International Union of Railways (UIC) 
  Specially built high-speed lines equipped for speeds generally equal to, or greater than, 

250kmph 

An important point is the continual speed up of technologies per se and the ever-present differential 
between the Experimental Vs Commercial speeds. This is an evidence of the effort to push the 
boundaries, for e.g. the TGV world record was made on a newly built high speed line exploiting 
downhill segments with increased catenary tension and voltage, the test vehicle was modified with 
more powered axles, with larger wheels and with many improved aerodynamic features. Since 
these circumstances cannot be transferred to regular operation, so there is always a difference 
between the Experimental and Commercial Speeds, but shows the upper envelopes of the 
technology, so these are important for future speed raises. 

Without in-cab signaling

People on platforms

Lines with crossing levels 

140 kmph

160 kmph

160 kmph

iv) Environment: Noise & Vibration 
v) Geographical factors related to the tunnel system. 
vi) Economic factors like higher Energy requirement, maintenance cost etc. 
vii) Operations Plan especially for running mixed technology traffic Thus, world over, the HSR utilities 

had devoted a lot of R&D effort in the fields of Rolling stock, Infrastructure, and Power supply to be 
able to increase the maximum speed of trains, like the 16 Tonne axle load of first 0-Series 
Shinkansen (Japan) was later on reduced to 11.4Tonne in N700 series. Extensive efforts were 
taken to study & mitigate various technical issues specific to High-speed like adhesion, stability, 
power collection, EBD, tunnel passage etc., thereby reducing the track and infrastructure wear 
and cutting the noise and vibration. Interestingly the environmental issues had proved to be most 
challenging hurdle to overcome. As the speed is upped in steel on steel rails three major 
challenges appear i.e. 

i) adhesion to transfer the traction force from the wheels to the rails without slipping, 
ii) high-speed running stability of bogies (prevention of hunting), and 
iii) power collection with pantographs. 

iii) Limits on curve i.e.Lateral track stability, Overturning, Passenger comfort 

So for speeding up of the classical rail, in addition to the prime task of ensuring safety & running 
stability several other major limiting factors also come into play from many different sources. 
i) Technical factors associated with rail systems (Track quality, Traction power, Dynamic effects, etc.) 
ii) Braking safety i.e. EBD 
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In case of a new dedicated Greenfield HS line, the track parameters can be modeled as per the 
requirement ab-initio, however to increase the speed on an existing line with a variety of trains plying 
on it poses some additional challenges in addition to the cost of upgrading such as, constraints of the 
Radius of curvature and track surroundings, capacity restriction due to speed differential of the trains 
on the line, difficulty of operations while upgrading and Rolling stock fleet adaptions for the new 
infrastructure etc. Therefore, the approach adopted by most of the countries is to have a dedicated 
Green-field HS line, while some countries (e.g. France, Germany) have a concept of mix-line where 
the HS travels at a lower speed, like normal rail, while on part of journey it travels on its dedicated HS 
line. In general, however a system with homogeneity of speeds with least speed differential has best 
capacity or throughput. The major challenges for speed up in Rail are Wheel-rail dynamic forces, the 
hunting motion, the issues related to current collection, the wheel-rail adhesion. The Rolling stock at 
High Speed poses challenging stresses for the track, both Vertical and Lateral[42]. Mathematically the 
total Vertical stress exerted by a wheel on the rail on a straight track is

QT = f ( QE , m, K, V ) 

where, 
QT=The Total vertical wheel load on the rail 
QE=Static wheel load on the rail 
m=Unsprung mass by the wheel 
K= Vertical track stiffness 
V=Vehicle running Speed 

The importance of reducing the axle load, the un-sprung mass of the vehicle and the vertical stiffness 
of the track can be seen from above. So a continuous effort has been made by designers across the 
world to contain the un-sprung mass.In the article[31], it is quoted that the reduction in un-sprung mass 
is 10 times more effective than the reduction in axle load from the point of fatigue and track damage. 
Regarding the Vertical Track stiffness, an optimum value is to be chosen keeping in view the balance 
between Energy cost and the Maintenance cost. As it is well known that transverse forces affects not 
only passenger comfort but are crucial to train safety, the lateral forces have to be kept below 
Prud'homme formula i.e. 

Hs > 10+P/3 

where, 
Hs is the horizontal force(kN) required to 
initiate lateral displacement of the track
and P is the axle load (kN). 

  Social criteria - Safety, Economic, Pricing, Environment compatibility. 
  Functional aspects - Reliability, Comfort, Flexibility, Sustainability. 
  Physical phenomenon - Dynamic, Mechanical, Acoustic, Aerodynamic. 

For rolling stock, it is required that the Horizontal wheel load Hw exerted by the vehicle remains less 
than 0.85 HS. It is interesting to note in the referred UIC report[35] that main component with regard to 
speed increase is of aerodynamic origin and its noise components. The Panto-Catenary coupling at 
present restricts the speeds to 400kmph.The Rolling Stock too shows intrinsic technological 
uncertainties from 500 kmph (Traction around 520 kmph and Braking around 500 kmph. Sub-system 
wise, the Panto-Catenary restricts going beyond 400 kmph( though higher speed records have been 
made with special OHL adjustments). Thus the speed will be limited by either 
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  Ballast or slab track 
  Wide spacing between lines (4.6m+) 
  Cab Signaling 

In this quest of railways for higher speeds, one central theme emerges i.e., as the speeds are 
upped, the "Constituent Systems" gets increasingly "tightly" bound or coupled to each other. The 
figure shows the tight bonding of the five major sub-systems (inside) to achieve the five general 
(outside) goals of a HSR system. 

  Maximum axle load 17 Tonne 
  Maximum gradient: 40‰ 

  Large curves of Radius (3000-7250 m) 
  No level crossings or grade separated 

  Large length of horizontal and vertical transition curves a

To translate the requirement of higher speed into reality, the Railways world over, since the 
beginning have been on a continual quest for improvement in the hardware of the specific 
technical constituent domains, i.e., Coach, Track, Traction, Signaling etc. As a result of this quest 
for continually stretching the technical envelop, giant strides in the Speed & Comfort have indeed 
taken place. For example, the material and design of the catenary wire and suspension were 
modified for the high propagation velocity matching the high speeds of the Rolling Stock. Also 
with the speed increase, the conventional trackside signaling systems was of no use to secure 
the operational safety as human (crews) could not respond quickly enough to the signal aspects. 
To solve this problem, advanced in-cab signaling and automatic train control (ATC) systems were 
developed along with centralized traffic control (CTC). Presently a number of countries are 
operating HSR, which have difference in their design, specification etc., but all of them have 
some common features as under. 
Electric traction with regenerative brakes, high powering with better power to weight ratio 

Source: Drawn by author from references 
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Another important phenomenon which appears with the speed increase is that that many present 
features get modified, like Bogie behavior, Air tightening of compartment, and several other new 
features comes into prominence, like Noise, Vibration, Aerodynamic etc. So the increase of speed 
across Railways have always preceded by a lot of experimentation and validations. 

Another important aspect is that, in the HSR system, trying to solve a problem in any specific domain, 
say by improving the performance of the rolling stock alone, there are bound to be inevitable 
distortions in another area which keeps on accumulating. In other words, the problems always need 
to be solved guided by an awareness that a HS railway is an organic system in which all the parts 
affect one another very tightly. To address this an accurate grasp of boundary phenomena and 
solving problems in a comprehensive and reasonable manner is the way followed by HSR utilities. To 
sum up it can be said that a High Speed Railway is a (very complex) system, comprised by state of the 
art Infrastructure, Rolling Stock, Operation rules, Signaling, Maintenance systems & Management 
and so is administered as a total system in a unified manner. 

The generic methodology for speed raises followed by the systems like the Shinkansen or the TGV 
etc., have been done in two parts as tireless explorations ie first incrementally increasing the speed 
steadily without modifying the rolling stock conditions and gathering the data on the relationships 
between speed and such factors as running stability, on-board comfort, current collection 
performance, and aerodynamic phenomena. The second part is then conducting line tests at higher 
speed after modifying the infrastructure and rolling stock conditions in order to identify the 
relationship between changing conditions and the railway system. Historically, the specific R&D 
methods employed for speed increase include the usage of the techniques of Simulations, Bench 
tests and Running trials. 

Interestingly, as noted earlier that the most talked after HSR network i.e. Shinkansen had its 
beginnings in fulfilling a not-so glamorous requirement of searching for alternative to solve capacity 
problem for the already saturated Tokyo-Osaka trunk corridor in 50s. This eventually culminated in 
the 210kmph Tokaido line. (SG Line of 1435 mm was something new for the then prevalent NG gauge 
railways in Japan). This was truly a leap into the not-so-known domain. However, the success of the 
venture fired up the ambition of going UP the speed path thereby continuously increasing the 
commercial speed of Tokaido Shinkansen. The experience gained from the Tokaido Shinkansen as 
well as new technical advances helped facilitate the speed up of Shinkansen system as a whole. 
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3. Fundamental Technical Requisites for HSR-Train Resistance, Adhesion, Power 
From the basics of train mechanics, it is known that for movement, the tractive effort (of Loco or EMU 
motor coaches) is the force required for hauling a load and for being able to do so must be greater 
than the train resistance force. The Train resistance is impacted by the train itself, curves, gradients, 
tunnels, etc. Also the Tractive effort (force) reduces with speed, and will reach a point where it 
"equals" the train resistance, and thus the train will not be able to go any faster. A general 
representation of the Tractive effort and the Train resistance w.r.t. speed is given below and the effect 
of gradient in the graph[37] where it can be seen that the meeting point of the curves vary as the train 
resistance is dependent on the track conditions, 

i. Gradient resistance (FG) - It is the extra force required to move up a gradient, or conversely is the 
extra force "pushing" the train down a hill. Empirically, this is directly proportional to the gradient. 

  The External Resistance are composed of those factors which are not fixed and depend on   
varying terrain like the gradient and curve) as below: 

The resistance encountered by the train i.e., the Train Resistance is composed of several factors 
which are classified as External or Internal resistance, for being external to the train based on its 
situation or being internal to the train (and prevailing track geometry over the entire train run), 
respectively [36] [39]. 

At low speed, tractive effort is limited by adhesion, not power. The point where the two curves cross is 
the Balancing Speed, i.e., the maximum speed that the train can reach under the operating 
conditions described by the two force curves. 

ii. Curve resistance (FC) - It is caused when traveling around a curve, the flange of the leading outer 
wheel rubs against the rail face thus causing resistance due to sliding friction. It is impacted by the 
curve radius, speed, and fixed wheel base of the rolling stock. 

iii. Acceleration resistance (FA)- Added to the train resistances at constant speed to i)) & ii) above 
the acceleration resistance occurs at changing speed. The accelerated train mass will be 
increased by the rotary moments of inertia, transformed by gear ratio and wheel diameter, which 
can be taken into account by the allowance empirically proportional to rotating masses

  Internal Resistance on the other hand is composed of the Starting Resistance (posed mainly by 
the inertia of various components) which drops rapidly as the train speed increases, and the 
Running resistance which is described below and is pertinent to the High speed discussion. 

iv. Resistance on straight and level track (Fl) - The basic resistance of a train travelling on straight 
and level track. The energy needed to maintain a train at a speed v (in kmph) is proportional to the 
running resistance R (kN or deca N) of the train. The running resistance R on a straight level track 
in the open air without wind is expressed by an empirical expression connecting the train 
resistance with speed is the famous Davis Formula or Equation. . 
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R = A + Bv + Cv2 

Where, A, B and C are coefficients specific to a rolling stock type as discussed under. It is noted here 
that the Auxiliary power, transmission losses, and mechanical losses are not taken as also the impacts 
of stops, gradients and losses

The resistance due to this term varies with weight and is independent of velocity. It varies 
with Axle load, Rolling friction and Track resistance. As the Track responds to the loading 
based on its structure and stiffness. Due to wheel passage the track experiences dips and 
ups which absorbs some energy and adds to the resistance. Therefore the quality of track 
adds to this resistance. 

The resistance due to this term is proportional to velocity. It is caused by wheel flange 
friction, and is affected by sway. On straight track, the wheel flange interacts with the rail 
inner face in a sinusoidal manner giving rise to a retarding force due to sliding friction. 
Track irregularities and load distribution influence the hunting causing frequency. It 
increases on curved track and with increasing speed. 

The resistance due to this term is proportional to the square of velocity. Air resistance, 
which depends on cross-section, streamlining of front and rear and length square, air 
density and is independent of weight .It also includes the additional turbulence effect 
caused due to aerodynamics, not covered by term B.

A

B

C

Historically, the original Davis formula for train resistance which was developed empirically by running 
a series of test on various train consists, and then fitting a quadratic formula to the test results has been 
over the years adjusted for newer components, vehicle designs and higher speeds, by retaining the 
form, but reflecting these changes. The following table provides the Davis coefficients for some high-
speed rolling stock [38]. The figure pertains to older Shinkansen and TGV are shown here just for 
academic comparison. As such there have been tremendous improvements in both in their later 
versions. 

Davis coefficients A B C A B C Ref

AGV-11* 2.50 0.0290 0.000450 

SNCF TGV 001 

SNCF TGV-Sud Est 3.82 0.0390 0.000632 

SNCF TGV-Reseau 2.70 0.0330 0.000510 

JNR Shinkansen 200** 7.71 0.1410 0.000982 

JNR Shinkansen 700 1.12 0.0039 0.000113 

JNR Shinkansen N700 0.83 0.0087 0.000078 

1.04 0.0180 0.000258 

[38] 

[39] 

[38] 

[39] 

[41] 

[41] 

[39] 

Corresponds to 11-car, 200-m AGV-11 rolling stock of Alstom operated by NTV in Italy. 
The plot of train resistance (R) vs the speed (V) for AGV is shown as under [38]-
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The graph clearly depicts that the C term (that is, air resistance) dominates heavily in the HS 
domain. Thus for high speed trains, the most relevant factor is to reduce the wind resistance it 
consumes much larger energy than it goes to accelerate the train. Therefore, it is desirable to 
keep cross sections as small as possible, without sacrificing the inside space. Therefore, the 
principal forces opposing the movement of the train are sum of Fl, FC ,FA & FG.

When total train resistance is known (adjusted for gradient, impact of wind, tunnels, etc.), the 
power required for driving the train at a specified speed can be calculated. For a given force (F in 
Newton) speed (v in m/s), the Power (P in Watts) required is 

P = F v 
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However, another important phenomenon of Adhesion comes into play which is a fundamental 
aspect in rail transport, allowing the transfer of tangential forces between wheel and rail. During 
traction, a low value of Adhesion limits the acceleration, while during Braking, a low value limits the 
value of deceleration for the braking (based on adhesion).Low adhesion in braking is a safety issue, 
by the extended stopping distances, while in traction it is a performance issue, in terms of maximum 
speed and acceleration time , especially when the train is running on steep gradients. It is well 
known that the adhesion between wheel and rail varies considerably depending on physical 
conditions (such as dry or wet rail) and also that it is affected to a certain extent by vehicle speed, 
track curvature, and other parameters. For realizing higher speeds, the prediction of adhesion is 
significant , so based on the experimental data are derived empirical expressions modeled by 
various utilities in a variety of ways for e.g., Shinkansen designers used the formula for utilizable 
adhesion[39]. 

μ = 136/(v+85) 

The train total on-board traction force must overcome the resistance and inertia forces. 
The traction force is limited by wheel-rail adhesion force Fa 

Fa = μa Ga 

Where Ga is the adhesive weight, i.e. the total weight supported by driving axles of the train. For a 
driving axle, if the traction force is larger than the wheel-rail adhesion force, the wheelset slip occurs. 
Therefore, the tractive force of a vehicle is constrained by both i.e. its weight and by the adhesion 
coefficient. Since the train total traction force cannot exceed the adhesion force given by equation, 
this latter one can therefore be considered as the upper limit of the traction force. As discussed 
above that with the increase in speed, the adhesion decreases and the running resistance 
increases. To increase train speed, the acceleration must be positive, so the traction force must be 
greater than the train total resistance. The train maximum theoretical speed is obtained when the 
total resistance(RT) reaches the adhesion force (Fa) i.e 

RT (Vmax) = Fa 

Therefore, to increase the maximum speed, the adhesion force must be increased and the resistance 
force must be reduced. Since the wheel-rail adhesion and the resistances given by track gradient and 
curve are practically impossible to influence, measures focus on the twin strategies of increasing the 
adherent weight (by increasing the motoring percentage of the train) and by decreasing the train 
running resistance, mainly by mitigating the predominant component i.e. the aerodynamic drag. 
These two observations form an important point for designing the High Speed Rolling Stock 
From the design perspective, the drag due to bogies is substantially reduced by shielding (Bogie 
Fairings) them with an exterior cover. In general, any sharp change in vehicle's surface geometry is 
bound to create turbulent flows and will contribute in increasing the air resistance. This is practically 
taken care of by covering underfloor equipment, streamlining the lateral coach design, optimizing 
windows, doors and the transition between coaches (End Fairings) as well as coating the train surface 
with an aerodynamically smooth material. The air-resistance offered by various parts of a Rail vehicle 
is as under; 

Further the following shows the breakdown of 
energy demand for power taken from the 
catenary for high- speed and conventional 
electric trains; it can be seen that the demand for 
energy for meeting the Running resistance vis a 
vis that for overcoming inertial \ grade resistance 
is comparatively very high in case of High Speed 
[25] [43]. 
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In view of the above discussion it is seen that as the speeds are increased, it is essential to reduce 
the mass, and aerodynamic resistance so as to enable the optimised usage of large On-board 
power available. This is important not only from the operational & safety perspective, but energy 
and passenger comfort view as well. Lastly the objective of reaching faster can be achieved only if 
the Higher speed is maintained throughout the journey ie Rolling stock should not only have traction 
power for high Maximum speed, but the Average speed also has to be high. The maximum speed in 
the curve is on one hand limited by the forces between wheel and track (causing wear) and on the 
other hand more importantly by passenger comfort. However, the curves impede this objective, 
whose realignment may not be possible or may be prohibitively expensive. So efforts have gone 
into providing the vehicles themselves with means that would enable them to traverse existing 
curves at higher speeds than are possible with conventional vehicles. This has given birth to a lot of 
tilting train concepts ranging from passive to active tilt systems. 

4. Specific technological challenges in Rolling Stock design of HSR: [21] [22] 

4.1. Domain wise attributes necessary for High Speed: 

a) Carbody - Stability, Weight, Structure, Ride comfort, Loading Gauge 
Running at a higher speed, in addition to the normal issues of increased loading poses additional 
challenges for the Carbody in the form of fluctuation of pressure on the car body and increase in 
noise. Therefore, the major vehicle attributes which attain importance in HSR are Weight, Strength, 
Aerodynamics, Vibration & Noise and Air tightness ultimately for ensuring Passenger Safety & 
Comfort. HSR cars therefore combines high strength and stiffness with low structural weight as the 
low weight is important for braking performance and for reducing dynamic loading of the track in 
addition to addressing the running Energy requirements. There are two broad methodologies to 
achieve it. Either by reducing the weight of specific components (e.g. carbodies, bodies, bogies, 
etc.) or through a system-based approach to light weighting (e.g. the articulated train design 
favored by Alstom, which reduced the number of bogies by around 20% by placing them between 
cars). Though Rail vehicle design[53] differ substantially between countries however the following 
are the generic design criteria for HS passenger vehicles. 

As is the case with any other rail vehicle, the mass of HSR vehicle consists of, mass of the Car body, 
Running gear and Payload. In general, all rail vehicles are subjected to a varying amount of 
dynamic loads, e.g. altering payload weights, aerodynamic loads from pressure differences, 
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accelerations during start and stop, accelerations arising during curves or slopes in the track, etc. 
Unlike metro transits, where altering payload may be of greatest concern,for high speed vehicles 
track induced loading and aerodynamic loading are more critical as here the vehicle is subjected to 
wider range of compressive, tensile, bending and twisting forces. In general, a bolster-less type 
bogie with air spring suspension system featuring a simple, lightweight and strong structure is a 
proven design from the viewpoint of safety also. 

The material used for car body has over the years changed from SS to Aluminum. For ensuring the 
strength and rigidity of the car body, ultrathin long hollow aluminum alloy extruded profiles are 
normally used for the entirety of each car. At present, the main carbody structure is a double-shell 
large hollow extruded aluminum structure, which has been widely used for Japan's main models 
such as the 700, N700, E5 & E6 Series, for ICE3 trains in Germany and for ETR 1000 trains in Italy. In 
addition, the weight is optimized by using configurations like the honeycomb or going for innovative 
materials like composites. 
Almost all the high-speed train car builders have shifted to aluminum extrusions. This structural 
approach yields a light-weight car shell that is relatively easy to fabricate. Aluminum extrusions are 
hollow, thin- shelled elements that generally consist of a top and bottom flange connected by 
diagonal web members.  

Some Japanese high-speed train car builders use an integrally stiffened carbody approach to car 
shell design carbodies composed of integrally stiffened panels have an appearance similar to sheet 
and stringer construction. However, in the case of these carbodies, the members and skin are 
extruded as a single unit. An example carbody composed of integrally stiffened panels is shown in 
second figure [63]. Due to the higher speeds, the inherent energy in HSR are significant from the 
view of crashworthiness. The amount of energy that the subject high speed train must absorb is 
given approximately by the formula: 

Ec = 1/2 (m1. m2)/(m1+m2)ΔV2 

where,m1 and m2 are the masses of the colliding trains and ΔV is the closing speed. In practice most 
high-speed trains have crush zones incorporating several elements to provide energy absorption, 
however each contributes to the overall weight also. Practically, it translates into provision of many 
elements like variety of crushable elements, inter-vehicular couplers (with an energy-absorbing 
push- back feature), the load carrying structure etc.[63] . The TGV has an energy absorbing 
structure supported by four collision posts in the nose of the power car. The honeycomb structure 
can absorb 2 MJ, of energy. This structure is designed to protect the operator during a frontal impact. 
Also the inter-car connections, (the articulated car attachments in TGV) forms an important subset in 
the overall crashworthiness. As per SNCF these are designed to deform during severe collisions and 
do not allow override. This is critical in collision energy management, as the mass of the entire train is 
considered, not just the individual cars[20]. Frontal crash modules of Alstom's AGV can absorb a 
shock of over 4.5 MJ.[64]. 
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Siemens Velaro Front Crumple Zone , Source [66] 
Source: UIC HIGH Speed 2008– 
F. Lacôte – AGV Technologies [64] 

A common type of crushable energy absorber, also known as a progressive buckling tube is shown 
below This element is usually made up of either carbon steel, aluminum or SS. These have lengths 
from about 10 to 60 inches and thin walls relative to the circular or rectangular cross-sectional 
dimensions. Car builders adapt the shapes of the absorbers to accommodate the space available and 
the manner in which they want the force crush response to proceed[63]. 

In fact, it is possible to characterize energy absorbers in terms of their efficiency: energy absorbed 
per unit weight shows a plot of energy absorption efficiency for different energy absorption material
technologies. [63]. 
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Greater energy absorption for a train system can be achieved in various ways, like including crush 
zones in more vehicle ends, increase the length (stroke) of the crush zone or Increase the average 
crush force of the crush zone.

It is indeed worth noting that, as the Shinkansen system is based on the principle of crash-avoidance 
(as different from the crash-worthiness of the TGV) and has dedicated lines for HSR RS. This 
concept helps in making the stock lighter.
It is obvious that the ultimate objective of the design considerations is to ensure Ride comfort of the 
passengers at High Speeds. As stated earlier, the threshold limits of human comfort for acceleration 
and jerks provides the design envelop value for these parameters. To translate these values into 
reality requires detail design consideration. 

As such, the Ride comfort depends on many factors where the major role is played by bogie design 
and its connection with the carbody. The design has to ensure its fitness for enhanced running 
safety/stability and make the vehicle body free from undesired vibrations . The methodology 
adopted in general is to design based on past data and acquiring new data from newer experimental 
cars. In Japan for e.g., the experimental trains like FASTECH 360 (S & Z) provided the following 
important takeaways,
  Optimized stiffness of primary suspension to enhance running safety and stability
  Softened rigidity of the axle springs and air springs to enhance vertical ride comfort
  Optimized lateral rigidity of the air springs to enhance lateral riding comfort

However, quite early in the evolutionary journey of HSR it was realized that only resorting to 
optimization of these conventional mechanical solutions alone was not sufficient for achieving 
requisite comfort and so more countermeasure in the form of active suspension was developed 
which suppresses yawing motion. As far as the Ride comfort is concerned, the following are the 
major issues to be addressed for HS running[54]: 

I) To ensure the objective of Lateral ride comfort, the lateral vibration of the bogie caused by wheel, 
track, and by airflow disruption around the car body which gets amplified due to higher speeds are 
required to be damped to ensure stability. Measures such as low equivalent conicities of the 
wheel-rail contact geometry, adjusted stiffnesses of the primary suspensions, additional yaw 
dampers, long wheel-bases among others increase the stability region or the safe maximum 
speed of the vehicle. However, as mentioned earlier, this cannot be achieved only by passive 
means of bogie optimization, so active lateral vibration control system employing pneumatic or 
electromechanical actuators have been devised. Here, the carbody lateral acceleration is sensed 
and mitigated by actuators as shown

ii) Vertical dynamics of the vehicle is dominated by forced vibrations of the bounce and pitch motion of 
the vehicle which are dependent on quality of the track and the train speed. To ensure the objective 
of Vertical ride comfort the vertical vibration (around 1- 2 Hz) and car body elastic vibration (around 
4 – 8 Hz) have to be mitigated. These Car body elastic vibration frequency falls in the frequency 
range, which the human body is sensitive to. However, as this frequency of vibration is dependent 
on the natural car body frequency and its magnitude is affected by its transmission paths ,so these 
can be addressed by the geometry of the bogie frame to contain vertical vibration and pitching.as 
much as possible.
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iii) To ensure good ride on the curves or the Curving performance, it is necessary to decrease the 
steady lateral acceleration and car body rolling vibration. As the car tilts to the outside during curve 
passing, which at high speed produces more centrifugal acceleration beyond what the given cant is 
capable of . This causes deterioration of the ride comfort. For improving vertical ride comfort, the 
vertical springs of the bogies for FASTECH360 were designed to be as soft as possible which lowered 
the rolling rigidity of cars and increased the car body tilt coefficient. Further an additional 
countermeasure in the form of anti-rolling devices to enhance the rolling rigidity of cars was tried out in 
FASTECH 360. This system utilises the Air spring stroke for tilt control as shown. 

Source: Reference[54] 

Earliest active suspension was pneumatic actuation suspension system (introduced in series E2 
Shinkansen trains of JR East in 2001). Thereafter active suspension system using electromechanical 
actuation had been developed and introduced in the series E5 Shinkansen trains of JR East 
commissioned in 2011, which raised the operating speed to 320 kmph in March 2013 [3]. 
The vehicle loading gauge(width) for a particular Track gauge depends in addition to the technical 
limits imposed by SOD KE is influenced by the prevailing coach manufacturing technology, and the 
legacy designs. In the High speed domain, Aerodynamics also comes into the picture, where smaller 
cross section is favourable. However, The HSR is designed not only for just speed, but for capacity 
too. To further this twin & coupled objective, the number of passenger seats in train has to be 
maximised either by employing longer consists or by increasing the vehicle loading gauge as much as 
possible within the safety and operations envelop. The train length is limited by infrastructure 
characteristic, so normally not exceeded 400 m. The vehicle gauge however offers much opportunity, 
as witnessed across HSRs. 
Larger car dimensions allow for more seats in one row. Generally, on the same SG of 1435 mm, 
whereas Japanese and Taiwanese high speed trains can be up to 3.38 m wide, the French and Italian 
trains barely exceed 2.9 m; Spanish high speed trains are under 3m, and Germany high speed trains 
just barely exceed 3 m in width (source: SYSTRA database)[5]. The wider passenger cars seen 
outside of Europe allow for rows of 5 seats, instead of only 4, thus significantly improving potential 
seating capacity. A broad comparison of various HSR systems presently in operation is shown below: 
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Country   France     S Korea   Spain   Germany   Japan   China    Taiwan

Train 
Series  

TGV-R KTX-II     S-103   ICE-3 E-5              CRH-2C 700T

Car Body 
Width (mm)

2904 2970 2950 2950 3350 3380 3380

Train 
Length (m)

200.2 201.3 200 200.7 253 201.4 304.7

Train 
Capacity 
(pax)

375 358 404 556 731 610 999

It is observed from the above that the Wide car body has higher capacity than narrow car mainly 
due to its 5-seat arrangement. The carbody structure has to be able to withstand not only the high 
pressure variations generated due to aerodynamics at higher speeds, but ensure that these 
pressure variations do not affect passengers. Especially due to large and sudden pressure 
variations in tunnels, a discomforting condition of Ear Pop arises, which is mitigate by ensuring air 
tightness of the passenger saloon. Generally, the door seals and window seals are designed taking 
in view this requirement. 

b) Bogie - Design, Stability, Un-sprung mass, Strength [21] [22] 

The basic purpose of any Bogie is to support the body weight, transfer the traction and braking 
forces for delivering the requisite running performance, such as safety and stability at high speeds, 
safe curve passing, and good ride comfort. To ensure safety, bogies are expected not only to have 
strong parts but to guarantee high-speed performance free from hunting. 
In the train architecture, one of the ways to reduce the unsprung mass is by the usage of Articulated 
bogie, as used by France in most of its High Speed trains. Here two coached are supported one 
bogie, thereby reducing the total number of bogies from the system. It is claimed that by this design 
of Articulated joint, higher safety and stability is ensured due to better anti-roll performance, and the 
energy requirement is lesser. It is also claimed that Articulated architecture has lesser vibrations 
and lateral movement. Also the noises inside saloon are lesser as the bogies are under gangways 
[61]. 
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Country                   France     S Korea    Spain    Germany    Italy     Japan   China   Taiwan

Min. Curve Radius (mm) 4000,
6250 7000 4000 4000, 

4670 
5400 

2500,
4000 

4000, 
9000 

6250 

Train                       TGV-R        KTX-II     S-103       ICE-3        AGV     E-5      CRH-2C  700T 

Loco or EMU            Loco         Loco        EMU EMU         EMU      EMU    EMU      EMU 

Configuration           2L8T         2L8T        4M4T       4M4T        5M7T    8M2T    6M2T     9M3T 

Axle load(T)               17             17            17            17             17         13.1       14         11.7 

Wheel Base(mm)     3000         3000         2500        2500        3000      2500     2500      2500

Wheel Dia (mm)         920           920           920          920          920        860       860        860 

Axle Type                  Solid         Solid       Hollow      Hollow      Solid     Hollow  Hollow  Hollow 

Axle Surface treatment       None             None            None             None             None       Induction 
                                                                                                                                                Hardening 

Induction 
Hardening 

Induction 
Hardening 

Standard for Strength EN EN EN EN EN JIS JIS JIS 

Wheel UIC UIC UIC UIC UIC Shinkansen China Shinkansen 

Rail UIC UIC UIC UIC UIC JIS China JIS 

As such in HSR domain a variety of bogies exists, however the common general design consideration 
are as follows, 

  Longer wheelbases improve running stability in high-speed operation but make bogie frames larger 
to increase bogie weight and reduce the space for underfloor components. 

  Another important aspect is the reduction of Unsprung mass. The measures to decrease the 
unsprung weight includes bolsterless bogie whose designs are based on weight & strength analysis 
done by finite element method (FEM) .Also usage of axle boxes & gear cases of lighter aluminum 
alloys and use of hollow axles and special brake discs helps in the objective.. 

  Lightweight hollow axles having a sufficiently proven strength, applied with induction hardening to 
increases the endurance limits and suppress cracking caused by rust or dents due to shock during 
operation. 

  The wheel profile is required to simultaneously guarantee high-speed running stability and curve- 
negotiating performance. Smaller wheel diameters and hollow axles reduce unsprung weight and 
the effect on tracks and running stability. 

A comparison of major attributes of the running gear of all present HSR rolling stock is presented. It 
may be noted that the general effort is in the direction of reducing the unsprung weight for running 
stability and to ensure better track condition. It can be seen that the Axle load in all Concentrated 
(Loco) systems are higher in the range of 17 Tonne as compared to the Distributed (EMU) system 
having 11-14 Tonne. The longer wheelbase though improves High speed running stability, but larger 
bogie frames increases weight and decreases the space availability for underslung components. This 
is probably kept in sight in the concentrated system by having articulated bogies, where two cars are 
supported on one bogie, thereby reducing the overall bogie weight in a train. Also the usage of hollow 
axle and lower wheel diameter is almost universal to reduce unsprung mass. However, in all HSR
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The major issues for high speed is the prevention of hunting and high speed curve negotiation. 
The trade- off problem between the curve negotiation and the high-speed running stability is the 
most essential and mutually conflicting challenge for bogie design technology, in the pursuit for 
faster and safer HSR. It is well known that the wheel profile is a must for negotiating a curve as the 
wheel set shifts toward the outer rail, the effective diameters of the outer and inner wheels 
automatically become different from each other as a result, and the wheelset goes along the 
curve smoothly. However, at higher speeds ,the tread conicity causes unstable vibration (bogie 
hunting,). Therefore although a larger tread conicity makes curve negotiation easy ,but it causes 
unstable running behavior at high speeds. So the fundamental task of bogie designers is to deal 
with this critical tradeoff. A large tread conicity is preferred for metro cars as there are many tight 
curves in metro lines and the train speed is not very high, and a small conicity for HSR, since the 
lines have few tight curves and running stability at high speeds is essential [3]. 
Historically severe bogie hunting was experienced by the test trains when the initial testing of 
HSR was carried out in Japan (Tokaido Shinkansen) or in France (during 1955 world record of 
331kmph), which was so violent that the tracks were often deformed. It is widely known that ex-
designers of fighter airplanes who changed their jobs after WWII from the aircraft industry to the 
then Japan National Railways(JNR), applied their knowledge of the problem of wing vibration 
(flutter) of fighter airplanes and provided fresh insights into the challenging issue of bogie 
hunting, leading to its resolution. Presently powerful simulation tools and roller rig bogie test beds 
ensure a proper design along with the application of anti-yawing dampers to contain hunting at 
high speeds.

At the curves, the centrifugal force becomes large for passengers comfort and this has been the 
most important reason for limiting train speed at curves. This lateral force on passengers is 
commonly expressed in terms of acceleration; in Japan, a lateral acceleration of 0.8m/s2 is 
generally considered to be the upper limit of comfortable ride. In consideration of this, tracks are 
canted toward the inside of a curve so as to cancel out the centrifugal force by the gravitational 
pull. The size of a cant is defined, basically, on the basis of the curve radius and train speed, 
considering factors such as different kinds of trains passing at different speeds, their possible 
stop at the curve, lateral wind, and its velocity. For this reason, when higher train speeds at curves 
are envisaged, increase in the cant cannot be an adequate solution. However, the body can be 
tilted for compensation of cant. Various type of tilt mechanisms are presently employed in HSRs 
to enhance passenger comfort and speeds on curves. which are presently is practically 
employed by various types of tilt mechanisms. A variety of tilting systems are employed, ranging 
from passive tilting to active tilting depending on the requirement and cost. The relatively 
economical Air-spring tilting system giving around 2 degree tilt is used extensively.
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c)   Wheel - Design [44]
Source: Reference[3]
It is indeed an undisputed fact that the strength of wheel (axle) is the cornerstone and a sine 
qua non requirement for safety of any Rolling Stock. Therefore, the most vital and 
fundamental characteristic in designing wheels is strength with the other important and 
desirable features like good thermal & wear properties, and noise / vibration characteristics. 
To be able to meet the exacting requirements of service like High Speed, there are mainly two 
approaches to improve the wheel performance: material designing and configuration 
designing as per the requirements. 
The desirable properties of the three parts of a solid wheel i.e., the hub, web and rim are quite 
varied and distinct from each other. The web portion has to have enough mechanical strength 
against the loads and its configuration is designed from the view point of thermal stress 
distribution. The rim portion is subjected to wear and thermal loading (in tread braked 
wheels), which respond differently to carbon content of the steel, so steel grade selection has 
to be done keeping in view both of these issues.

Specifically, for High speed service the following are the characteristics required for wheels: 
  Wheelsets weight have to be minimised, as noted above that unsprung mass reduction is important 

as the speeds are increased due to its influence over riding comfort, bogie parts and the track. 
  Web fatigue strength must be high to withstand higher cyclic mechanical stress caused in high speed 

services and also the thermal stress caused by braking. 
  Tread Rolling contact fatigue strength must be high to withstand the rolling contact stress (Hertz  

stress) between the tread and rail. 
  Running stability on a straight track and curving performance are to be evaluated basically from the 

viewpoint of the whole performance of a bogie. However, the tread profile is one of those factors. 
  Acoustic characteristics: Reduction of wheel running noise is required from the viewpoint of 

environmental demand. General countermeasure is to have wheels fitted with sound absorbers. 
  Vibration: Vibration caused by a wheel is basically classified as the one caused by damages on a 

tread and the other caused by imbalance of a wheel. The former is influenced by the above 
mentioned rolling contact fatigue strength and the wear resistance of the tread. The latter, balance 
characteristic, generally depends on the machining accuracy. 
There are two kinds of mechanical load exerted onto a wheel: vertical load due to car weight and 
horizontal load. Regarding the horizontal load, there are two kinds: lateral load and back load. The 
lateral load acts on the outer wheel towards inside of the curve during curve negotiation and is 
considered most critical in the design of web strength. The back load, on the other hand, is acting in 
the opposite direction of the lateral load onto the back surface of the inner wheel's flange and is 
infrequently produced only during contact between the backside of a wheel and a guard rail, when 
passing a switch as shown .
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As mentioned above, a wheel is subjected to the vertical load P and lateral load Q whenever a car 
passes on a curved track. Accordingly, as shown, the composite force of the two forces acts in an 
upward direction at the contact point with the rail, inclining toward the inside of the wheel set. It can 
be seen that the hub fillet experiences the maximum stress in the web. The design is thus to have 
shortest possible La (figure) so that the bending moment is less for a given loading condition, i.e. 
have greatest strength. Thus this configuration (called Type A in Japan) is the most widely 
employed. 

Stress in the web area is estimated on the basis of the static axle load (the maximum load on a 
wheel set when the vehicle is stopping) and the additional loads caused by dynamic vibration, 
passing a curved track. 
Although thicker web naturally reduces stress, web stress varies depending on the web offset, too 
though thermal stress characteristic is also important for deciding the optimum configuration. But to 
achieve low unsprung mass, the wheel weight should be less, and so is the web thickness. In this 
respect Corrugated wheel is one of the notable wheels, where the circumferential corrugated web 
improves rigidity against the lateral load, and the reduced web thickness makes the wheel lighter. 
The web thickness of the corrugated wheel is approximately 30% less than that of a usual web 
wheel as per reference [44].
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In designing the Rim, the Wear characteristic of tread, Thermal crack and fracture resistance of rim 
and the Rolling contact fatigue strength of tread are important. The major factor that influences the 
wear characteristic is the carbon content with higher the carbon content providing higher wear 
resistance. However, higher carbon content tends to increase thermal damage. In case of a wheel 
with tread brake, even under normal braking condition, initiation of very fine thermal cracks at the 
tread surface layer cannot be avoided because of cyclic heating and cooling. Generally, the higher 
the hardenability of a material, the more thermal cracks are initiated; therefore, lower carbon 
content is preferable from the viewpoint of preventing thermal cracks, so here also a tradeoff on 
carbon content, depending on rail material is done. With higher speeds, more demand for wheelset 
dynamic balance is required[46]. For a high-speed train running at speed v, the frequency of the 
periodic disturbing excitation caused by the dynamic unbalance of the wheel can be expressed as 

F= v / (7.2 π r) 

where, 
r = wheel rolling radius, in m. 

The above equation indicates that the wheel rotating with a high speed will lead to a larger 
unbalance centrifugal force even if there is a small eccentricity, which will cause wheel and bearing 
wear, and vehicle system vibration. 

As per UIC (International Union of Railways) standard and Japan Standard the unbalance limit 
value of the passenger wheelset should be decided by the maximum acceleration of the carbody or 
the bogie. The allowable unbalance value of the wheelset can be determined when the maximum 
acceleration of the carbody center reaches 1 m/s2 or the bogie frame 10 m/s2. According to the UIC 
standard, the maximum remaining unbalance value of the wheelset should be less than 50 gm 
when the passenger car runs faster than 200 kmph [5-6].

According to the standard of TB/T2562-1995 [46], the remaining dynamic unbalance on the 
measuring face for each wheel after balance treatment should meet the allowable dynamic 
unbalance values listed,

Running speed (kmph) Allowable dynamic unbalance of each wheel 

V>=200 

200>v>120

<=50 

<=75 
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Thus the increase in dynamic unbalance of the wheelset will decrease the hunting critical speed, 
worsen the vertical ride quality, and increase the wheelset lateral force, derailment coefficient, 
and wheel unloading ratio. Therefore, in order to improve the stability, ride quality, and running 
safety of high-speed car, the values of dynamic unbalance of wheelset should be strictly 
controlled in manufacturing, and periodically monitored in operation. 

  Dynamic unbalance of the wheelset has large effect on the vertical ride index of the carbody. As    
the dynamic unbalance increases, the vertical ride index increases, while the lateral ride index 
increases slightly. 

  The curving behavior of the car deteriorates with the increase in the wheelset dynamic 
unbalance, and the vertical wheel/rail force, derailment ratio and wheel unloading rate of the 
leading wheelset increase. 

  At the speed about 355 kmph, the vibration frequency caused by dynamic unbalance is close to 
the first torsional frequency of the bogie frame and bogie torsional resonance appears, which 
may cause bogie frame fatigue problems. 

The high maintenance cost of high-speed wheels due to wear and rolling contact fatigue is a 
major problem in the commercial operation of high-speed trains in China. The CRH380 train, 
which evolved from the CRH2 and CRH3 trains. The wheel profile on a CRH3 train is S1002CN, 
which is obtained by adding a 3.5mm flange thickness to the S1002 profile. The profile works well 
when it is new. However, when the profile becomes worn, the lateral acceleration of the bearing-
box significantly increases and this generates concerns [48]. 

Another feature impacting the dynamic behavior is the hollow wear of the wheel i.e., when the 
wheel wear such that the center of the wheel tread is worn below the level of the end of the tread. 

d) Propulsion-Traction motor and mounting, Braking, Converters [21] [22] 

The traction system of any Rolling Stock consists mainly of the TM and means to control its 
characteristics to suit the service intended. Since the early days of Electric traction, the DC TM 
was a preferred choice for railway vehicles for a long time due their characteristics inherently 
suitable for traction and easy drive control. With early electronic controls like Mercury Arc 
Rectifier, Diodes etc., the drive control strategies were elementary in nature and complex in 
hardware and were bulky and unreliable. However, with the growth of semiconductor technology, 
the journey of controlling the drive went on a fast drive. The Electric Rolling Stock has been 
witness to three basic drives i.e. DC, AC Synchronous & Asynchronous since beginning. DCTM 
was the forerunner because of its Torque Speed curve naturally aligning to that of Traction duty, 
but the other two though had potential of greater power had always to be used in conjunction with 
electronic circuitry. In the 50s, the electronic devices were still in their infancy, so the associated 
circuits were bulky and unreliable, not to mention the high part counts, so though the drive 
development with AC motors was predicted but not actualized[55]. 

In the 60s, when the Japanese HS system (i.e. Shinkansen) was developed, the drive was a DC 
motor with huge rectifiers. However, by the time French TGV appeared on the scene in 1981, the 
power semiconductors started to make giant strides in the Traction domain and the 80s saw the 
introduction of VVAF inverters combined with Induction Motors which became the mainstay of 
railway vehicles due to their easier maintainability. 

These AC motors had a better Power to Weight ratio, which has helped in the weight reduction 
efforts in Electrical Rolling Stock. As per reference [7], the power–weight ratio of the AC 
asynchronous motor of the Series 300 Shinkansen train is almost one-fourth that of the DC motor 
of the Series 0 Shinkansen train. Further a single inverter can drive multiple asynchronous 
motors leading to added weight saving. It is not surprising that these developments were at the 
core of tilting the way in favour of Distributed platform of Rolling Stock. 

However, after the lightweight AC asynchronous traction motor technologies matured, and 
further weight reduction of seemed impossible, search was on for better alternatives. Around 
same time, experimentation was on for making Synchronous Motor fit for traction, which 
necessitated permanent magnets of high magnetic flux density, and capability to withstand high 
temperature for longer time. 
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 In 1982, the invention of Nd-Fe-B(Neodymium-Iron-Boron) mainstreamed Synchronous motors 
as the electronics was already developed. As a result, Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor 
(PMSM) was developed by many manufacturers in pursuit of further traction motor weight 
reduction. Lightweight PMSM for Traction Application became possible especially after 2000 due 
to improved performance (High BH max) of Ne-Fe-B permanent magnets and their suitable 
prices. Simultaneously the development of the IGBT from the GTO thyristor in the 1990s 
promoted high-power, high voltage, and high-switching frequency and low-loss power devices. 
The development in Power electronics also aided in the development of inverter control 
technology (Sensorless Vector control etc.) . All of these facilitated the usage of PMSM. Totally 
Enclosed Fan closed motor has improved the TM further. Compared with the asynchronous 
motor, the PMSM has advantages of being highly efficient, low energy consuming, lightweight, 
and compact. For a comparison, it is seen that the power to weight ratio of 1.30 kg/kW is the 
standard value of traction motors in high-speed trains worldwide, as against 0.90 kg/Kw for a 
lightweight PMSM for the same application[6] [7].

The TGV PSE in early 80s used Body mounted DC motors to reduce the unsprung mass. The 
power was limited to 535 kW per axle due to space available. As the TGV had to work in 25kv as 
well as 1.5kv Dc, so an input ac-dc converter followed by a thyristor chopper was used. To 
augment the on-board power, the end bogies of the passenger bogie adjacent to loco are also 
motored by same arrangement
However even after the success of TGV PSE, the French railways, in a bid to increase the on-
board power of TGV while keeping the proportion of motored axle limited went on to search for 
better motor than the dc motor. The increase in DC motors in a TGV obviously required more 
number of power devices, which imposed severe maintenance load. So both the synchronous 
and the Asynchronous TM were tried in two experimental retrofitted locos namely BB10004 & BB 
10003 respectively. Here it was deduced that the although the part count and level of 
complication of synchronous drive was higher than the dc drive but was better than that of 
asynchronous TM., so the synchronous TM was adopted for its TGV A.
HSRs normally have partially sprung traction drive with flexible, open H-Frame bogies. The TM is 
sprung affixed to the bogie frame and axle gearboxes, are affixed on the wheelset. The axle 
gearbox is embedded at the wheelset and the opposite side of the axle gearbox is attached by a 
flexible support into the bogie frame. The reaction torque of the axle gearbox is absorbed via a 
sprung support (vertical, diagonal or horizontal) affixed to the bogie frame[8]. Between the 
traction motor driving shaft and pinion of the axle gearbox there is a flexible coupling shaft with 
two-claw couplings as shown in first figure. The wheelset drive of the ICE 3 train is driven the 
induction traction motor while that of AGV is driven by the synchronous traction motor.
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With the objective of noise reduction and improving reliability, designers in Japan used double 
Helical gears since while torque transfer to the gear, they do not generate force in the axial 
direction. However as the conventional helical gears generate a force in the axial direction taper 
roller bearings had to be used in conjunction, which required fine clearance adjustment during 
assembly. On the other hand, the usage of double helical gears, relieved the force on bearings 
in the axial direction, thereby enabling the use of simpler cylindrical roller bearings that do not 
require clearance adjustments. With double helical gears, the axial direction load generated at 
some torsional angles is released so, larger torsional angle was applied to optimize meshing 
rate, and that reduced gear meshing noise [4]. 

Also the bearings have to be of suitable design to be able to run at high speed for a longer time 
as the inter-station distances are quite high and the ratio of average velocity to max velocity 
very exacting.The conventional shoe/wheel system cannot be used for speeds of above 160 
kmph, due to the high temperature reached which seriously damages the wheels. To dissipate 
huge amount of kinetic energy in HST, it requires automatically blended Electro-pneumatic 
brakes having regenerative braking. This is many a times again supported by Eddy Current 
brakes (ECB). However, an essential condition remains that the Brakes must be independent of 
the existence of voltage in the catenary. 
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Country France Germany Japan China Taiwan 

Train TGV-R ICE-3 E-5 CRH-2C 700T 

Braking Regenerative +
Pneumatic 

Regenerative + 
Pneumatic + Eddy 

Regenerative+ 
Pneumatic 

Regenerative + 
Pneumatic 

Regenerative + 
Pneumatic + Eddy 

Driven 
axle 

Brake shoe 
Wheel mounted 
disk 

Wheel mounted 
disk 

Wheel mounted 
disk 

Wheel mounted 
disk brake 

Trailing 
axle

Axle mounted 
disk 

Wheel mounted disk 
+ Axle mounted disk 

Wheel mounted disk 
+ Axle mounted disk 

Wheel mounted 
disk + Axle 
mounted disk 

Wheel mounted disk 
+ Axle mounted disk 
+ Eddy current disk
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The linear Eddy Current Brake (ECB) is an electromagnetic brake system that does not depend on 
adhesion but produce a braking force by using magnetic repulsion obtained from eddy currents 
generated on the top surface of the rails. Creating a force acting in an opposite direction to the 
movement of the train i.e., a braking force. Eddy current brakes feature superior maintainability as 
they don't have abrasive parts. Also, as their braking capability is independent of wheel-rail adhesion 
mechanism, the braking distance can be shortened along with its dependence on adhesion 
phenomena. Moreover, these brakes also allow the use of friction braking systems to be 
considerably reduced, thus reducing their lifecycle cost to a large extent[58]. Though developed for 
first Shinkansen, was not put to use due to the anticipated possibility of fear of Thermal mechanical 
bending of rails, the ECBs have been applied successfully in Germany for many years. An on field 
view of electromagnetic brake is shown below. 

Therefore, due to the issue of Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) of these brakes with wheel 
sensors located alongside the track and possible track buckling due to the elevated rail head 
temperatures., their adoption had been limited.
In the mechanical brakes although Disc type brakes are preferred as they provide far better thermal 
cooling than with shoes/wheel. These disc comes in various configuration depending on the design 
requirement. Some examples are shown as under.
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TGV also uses 4 disks (trailer axle) and 4 shoe/wheel brake blocks(motor axle) , while ICE3 has 
2 semi- disks/wheel( motor axle) and 3 disks(per trailer axle) 
Converter/Inverter 
In the past 40 years, numerous generations of equipment have evolved with better Power 
rating, Power to Weight ratio and lesser part count (so more reliable). The Thyristor (phase 
angle) rectifiers(ac) and Thyristor Choppers(dc) gave way to GTO Choppers to GTO Inverters 
(CSI or VSI) to present day IGBT Inverters. The increase in power ratings of these 
semiconductor devices has helped the traction drive development. 

Interestingly the Eurostar stock, due to severe space restriction, though was based on TGV A 
design, was redesigned with GTO inverter fed asynchronous motors unlike the TGV Atlantique 
which is fed by Thyristor converters. The inverter for each bogie is different, fed by a common 
input rectifier connected by an 1800 v DC link. The improvement of GTO technology paved way 
for this development. 

The Series 300 Shinkansen train (1990) used a GTO Thyristor ,which was upgraded later to 
IGBT in the Series 700 Shinkansen(1997),the first HSR to do so. In addition to improving train 
performance and weight it reduced the high harmonics and noise emitting from the traction 
system due to the higher switching frequency of IGBT and three-level control method. 

The Series 100 Shinkansen used the DC motor which required a variety of components, like 
resistor, a smoothing reactor, and rectifier, for the power conversion system, resulting in a 
system weight of 92 tons. Later on the Series 300 Shinkansen was the first to use AC motor in 
conjunction with a GTO thyristor, resulting in a traction lighter and higher powered system 
having a system weight of 72 tons, 20% less than for the Series 100. Further it also employed 
other weight reduction technologies, like extruded aluminum alloy body and bolsterless bogies 
thereby resulting into total train set weight reduction of 25%, realizing service operation at 270 
kmph. The Series 700 Shinkansen further succeeded in reducing the weight of traction 
systems to 55 tons. As a result, a 40% weight reduction and 200% power–weight ratio are 
achieved as compared with the traction system of the Series 100. The relative reduction in 
Weight and Energy consumptions figure Shinkansen trains, from the earliest Series 0 to Series 
N700[6][7][9] in the graphs below shows the general trend in HSR rolling stock. Thus, 
systematic change of the traction system has contributed to realizing a powerful, lightweight, 
and efficient traction system for high-speed EMUs [6] [7]. 
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Shinkansen series 300 700 N700* N700** N700A*** 

Year 1982 1997 2007 - 2012 

Traction Converter Model TCI1 TCI2 A TCI3 TCI 100 TCI101 

Volume ratio % 100 82 78 78 58 

Mass Ratio % 100 74 57 50 41 

* No Snubber but same cooling system as 300 & 700 
**Blower less & Coolant less cooling system based on simple Aluminium cooling fins using the 
travelling wind ,self-cooling with same external dimension TCI3, but with reduced mass. Also the 
blower less system reduce noise in saloon. 
*** After Auxiliary circuit and review of specifications of Electronic component and Al cooling fin. 

The generated heat of the semiconductor devices is dissipated by the outwardly exposed aluminum 
cooling fins of converter/inverter, on which semiconductor devices are mounted .Also Low-loss 
IGBT were used for realizing the train–draft-cooling power converters. After 2000, switching loss of 
the IGBT was improved, and IGBT switching loss was reduced by 30% in 2003.The low switching 
loss IGBT was the key to the self-cooling power converter[6]. In the Loco type HSR too, there has 
been a continuous improvement over the years as shown by the table below for TGV (France). 
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The high energy intake for meeting the sharp increase in the running resistances of HSR and for 
sustained speed has to be optimized. Although regenerative braking is almost always designed, 
still it is highly desirable to curtail the energy expenditure by light weighting, Aerodynamic shaping 
etc.as shown above. 

As, it was noted before that development in semiconductors have always helped in enhancing the 
capabilities of the Rolling Stock, the latest development which holds phenomenal promise is the 
Silicon Carbide material (SiC). The SiC due to its higher breakdown electric field strength than 
Silicon (Si), offers less loss, making the devices small and cooling requirements minimal. The 
usage of SiC has started in smaller assemblies like the Battery Chargers and is likely to move to 
main Converters in HSR in near future. Finally, a brief comparison of the two principal architecture 
of HSR i.e. the Distributed (EMU) type and the Concentrated (Loco) type is given below in terms of 
the kW per seat in various HSR : 

Country France S Korea Spain Germany Japan China Taiwan 

Train Series 

Power Consumption/seat 
(kW/seat) 

TGV-R KTX-II S-103 ICE-3 E-5 CRH-2C 700T 

23.3 24.6 21.8 18.0 13.1 11.8 10.4 

It is apparent that the figure is less in the EMU type HSR, mainly due to the wider bodies of HSR 
EMUs, all of which follow the wider coaches of Shinkansen design. However, generally speaking, 
the EMU design inherently has greater acceleration performance, due to better utilization of the 
adhesion force available. EMU realize acceleration over 1.7 km/h/sec, while Loco under 1.0 
km/h/sec, resulting in shorter traveling time. The important factors for high-speed railways are not 
only the initial acceleration but also acceleration performance at high speed. These factors are 
determined by the traction system performance set according to rolling stock weight, ambient 
temperature and other conditions of specification. The traction system performance governs 
energy consumption and capacity/weight of components. It could be said that the service 
requirement i.e., the distance between stations and pattern/frequency of train operation 
determines the type of traction system. 

4.2. Special phenomenon which attain prominence at High Speed 

a) Wheel-rail Interaction- Adhesion, Hunting [47]. 

The Wheel/rail System is the most fundamental element of any rail system.The primary challenge 
for this interface is to have good running stability, given the fact that Wheel/rail stress depends on all 
the three i.e., the Train speed, the Track characteristics and the Rolling Stock characteristics .This 
vital interface has multiple functions like the Load-bearing function (to ensure that the weight of the 
vehicle & payload (freight, passengers) is transmitted to the ground.),Guiding function (to ensure 
minimum lateral deviation of the vehicle while running on straight track and to ensure the deviations 
within tight boundaries on curves) and Propulsion function (to ensure acceleration and 
deceleration ). 
Here the major physical phenomenon at play are the increased Vibration and Hunting at higher 
speeds. Specifically, the objective is to comply with the UIC-518 leaflet with reference to the 
following 
  Safety: Prud´homme limit, derailment coefficient, instability criteria. 
  Track fatigue: maximum vertical force and lateral and vertical forces during curves negotiation.
  Running quality: lateral and vertical accelerations. 

From the design perspective it is practically achieved by the following: 
  Reduced axle load, with evenly distributed axle loads. 
  Reduced non-suspended mass (the most aggressive). Hollow axles.
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  Reduced semi-suspended mass - Traction motors under the carbody. 
  Bogies with a big wheel-base (big bogie pitch). 
  Appropriate primary elasticities, wheel profiles and anti-yaw dampers, are necessary to get a good 

running stability. 
  Concentration of mass in the centre of the bogie. 
  A Wheel profile, with low conicity, is necessary for good running stability 
  Pneumatic secondary suspension is desirable for comfort 

Various experiments have shown that reduction in Unsprung mass is very important for Higher 
speeds specially to prevent fatigue damage to the track. It is more than 10 times effective than 
lightening the wheel load. Several measures like reducing wheel diameter (from 910 to 840mm), 
using Aluminum brake discs instead of forged steel are also employed. 

As pointed out earlier, Wheel-rail adhesion is one of the important factors affecting the normal 
traction- braking performance of high-speed trains. When traction-braking torque on the wheel over 
the maximum adhesion that wheel-rail can provide, slipping or sliding respectively occurs which not 
only causes wheel- rail abrasion, train traction-braking performance degradation but also decline in 
passenger comfort, Therefore, high speed trains are equipped with adhesion control devices to 
suppress the occurrence of idling-sliding, in order to ensure the normal operation of the train. 
According to CEI/IEC50(811), "adhesion" is defined as the friction between the wheel of a vehicle 
and the rails, which makes possible the transmission of traction effort and braking force. 
Numerically adhesion coefficient is obtained by dividing the maximum tangential force transmitted 
between the wheel and the rails by wheel load [56]. 

μ = Fmax/W 

Where, μ is the adhesion coefficient, Fmax is the maximum value of the tangential force F, and W is the 
wheel load. Figure shows location and direction of each force applied to a rotating wheel in case of 
braking. Therefore, if Fmax is to be increased, weight on driving wheel has to be increased, but track 
has the limitation of maximum axle-load, therefore number of axles has to be increased. In this respect 
the Distributed platform is better than the Loco platform. 
As the performance of acceleration or deceleration of railway vehicles is limited to adhesion force., 
therefore the main challenge for the propulsion system, apart from providing necessary high on-board 
power is to be able to meet the Adhesion and Braking requirements . In case of HSR vehicle adhesion 
assumes more importance than in lower speed conventional train. It is known that the value of 
adhesion coefficient decreases as the speed of train increases. Actually, adhesion coefficient in high 
speed range around 300Kmph indicates relatively and extremely small value. If the train applies a 
braking force which exceeds the adhesion force, the wheels will be skidded and the train will not be 
able to gain sufficient force for deceleration. This matter institutes a safety problem, as to how to decide 
the braking force settings which inhibit the braking distance expansion.

44
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Adhesion value has an ascending tendency depending on the measuring location from the Driving 

car. Therefore, the settings of the braking force on each car in the train set should be decided along 

the characteristics of adhesion phenomena[56]. 

To increase the speeds, the adhesion limits become important. SNCF initially tried to use a 

MONOMOTOR Bogie to increase adhesion for its speed trials (280 kmph) on CC21000 

locomotive, somewhat on the lines of rod drives of steam locomotives. However later on single 

motor axle came into being due to better adhesion control due to better electronics available[55]. 

Also as mentioned earlier, inherently better adhesion of Distributed platform(Shinkansen, ICE3 

etc.) is tilting the scale in its favor as compared to Loco platform (TGV,ICE1,ICE2 etc.).Advanced 

Wheel Slide Protection or WSP controls are further advancing the capabilities so as to have better 

utilisation of On-board power. 

In high-speed train adhesion control many schemes have been used by various manufacturers 

primarily based on the logic threshold control such as speed difference, creepage rate, 

acceleration/deceleration threshold, etc. As in these methods, the control comes into picture after 

the occurrence of Slip-Slide so this subject is still a matter of continual research for further 

refinement . 

b) Pantograph- Catenary interaction-Panto design, Catenary, Panto Lift 

It is obvious that for good current collection, the Pantograph must ideally remain in good contact 

with catenary during the run. In practice, this contact deteriorates as the speed is increased in 

general and requires special consideration at high speed ,say above 300kmph. This deterioration 

is evidenced by Sparks (due to low pantograph contact force) and by Excessive contact force 

(thereby raising the contact wire and increasing the wear rate of the contact wire). These two i.e. the 

Sparks and the Contact force are, therefore important criteria to measure the quality of the 

pantograph/catenary contact . 

Due to the train's movement, the catenary is subject to vertical vibratory motion due to the reflected 

and the resultant wave in the highly tension contact wire, wherein the pantograph–catenary contact 

force and the vertical acceleration of the vibration amplitude of the pantograph head and catenary 

wire also increases, resulting in sharp fluctuation of the pantograph–catenary contact force and 

impairment of the current- collection quality. At high speeds, in extreme case, due to severe 

vibrations the pantograph–catenary contact force may drop to zero momentarily, herby causing 

sudden interruption in the large power ,
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thereby causing huge arc which have potential to cause OHL accidents. 

These severe vertical vibratory motion poses a physical limit for efficient current collection and is 
based on the speed of the train. In order for the catenary to deliver the electrical current, the train's 
speed must not exceed the speed of the waves that displace the catenary. In practice, the train 
speed is limited to 70% of wave speed (European standards) or 80% of wave speed (Japanese 
Standards). The speed of propagation of vibration waves would act as a speed limit, a "catenary 
barrier", similar to the sound barrier. The magnitude of displacement increases with speed and 
becomes greater as the train approaches the speed of wave propagation. The catenary's upward 
displacement can exceed 30 - 35 cm in places which degrades the energy capture [13]. 

Usually, the speed of propagation of these mechanical waves is close to 500kmph, which sets a 
maximum speed limit for high-speed trains at some 470 kmph. In practice, the TGV may not exceed 
a speed of 70% of the speed of wave propagation throughout the length of the catenary. 

Wave propagation velocity, i.e., the speed at which waves of the overhead contact line are 
propagated, needs to be increased to improve current collection performance at high-speed 
running. As expressed in Page 24 of 33 

formula for wave propagation velocity, it is needed to decrease the weight of and increase the 
tension of the contact wire to increase that speed. [12] 

C= √ (T/ ρ) 

C= Wave propagation velocity [m/s] 
T=Tension of the contact wire [N] 
ρ=Weight per unit length of the contact wire [kg/m] 

To increase the RS speeds requires pushing back the catenary barrier, which means increasing the 
speed of the waves that are propagated at that point. The simplest solution would be to increase the 
catenary’s mechanical tension, taking care not to break it, naturally. This Catenary barrier is extended 
by using catenaries made from copper alloys and having high mechanical tension of OHL. Main 
issues of this coupling is depicted below [13]:
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Thus it can be seen that the pantograph-catenary combination is a dynamic coupled system, which 
means the dynamic response of the catenary affects that of the pantograph and vice versa. In this 
interface the following general mechanical requirements must be met[13].
  A continued panto-OHL contact with the pantograph to ensure continuous feeding of traction 

current,
  Appropriate uplift to reduce the effect of the wave propagated and optimize the behavior of the 

following pantographs
  A contact force between the pantograph and the contact wire as less as possible without creating a 

loss of contact, for minimizing the wear of the contact wire and of the pantograph carbon bands,
  Minimize the vertical movements and the hard points to reduce the phenomena of electrical arcs 

and flashes,
  To fulfil the above requirements, HSR in practice requires a precise OHL system geometry and 

High Strength contact wires as indicated by the following technical measures,
  Increased mechanical tension of the contact wire (25-28 kN) along with ensuring uniform vertical 

elasticity, to avoid "hard points” at the masts and "soft points" in the center of masts.
  Pantograph with reduced mass, especially at the head, to minimize dynamic forces.
   Less number of raised pantographs. (achieved by having a HV line on the roof of the train).
  Rational matching of Pantograph–Catenary geometry and parameters by simulation analysis
  Active-control pantograph is also used by some HSR to keep the pantograph–catenary contact 

force within a reasonable range. In Europe, to meet the interoperability norms of running in view of 
a variety of OHL designs (not only in various countries, sometimes inside a country also), and a 
variety of Panto designs, depending on the RS manufacturers, it is not always possible to meet 
the contact loss requirements by changes in OHL/Panto,Here , the active control becomes one 
potential solution.

  An emergency Rapid pantograph-dropping protection that is not electrically controlled to ensure 
that the pantograph head will drop by more than 200 mm within 1 s in the case of a 
pantograph–catenary accident, to ensure the safety of the train and the power-supply system.

Catenary Material and Tension: 
As seen above that the desirable qualities for the HS contact wire includes high Current carrying 
capacity, High Electrical Conductivity, and Tensile strength. Alloyed with cadmium ,magnesium or 
tin, it improves the catenary's tensile strength thereby enabling greater mechanical tension. 
Catenaries made from copper-magnesium and copper-cadmium alloys are gradually supplanting 
other types of catenary. So instead of Hard drawn electrolytic copper, copper based alloys with 
alloying additions such as CuSn 0.4, CuMg 0.5, chromium etc. are increasingly used. The greater 
the tension of the catenary, the less the magnitude of displacement it is subjected to. This allows to 
extend the "catenary barrier" and to set new speed records. It is interesting to note that during the 
TGV World speed record of 2007, the main modification done were to increase the Tension from 
2500 daN to 4000 daN and the voltage from 27.5 kV to 31 kV [13].The contact wire tensions in Japan 
were increased from 17.64 kN to present day 19.6 kN with the increase in speeds. In France, the 
RFF and SNCF use a copper-cadmium alloy. In Germany, the Deutsche Bahn pioneered the use of 
copper-magnesium alloy. PHC (Precipitation -Hardened Copper) Contact wire used in Japan is a 
High Tensile strength, High Wear Characteristics Cu-Cr-Zr alloy [11]. 

Panto Aerodynamic lift: 
Another phenomenon at high Speed is that of the uplift force on the pantograph due to aerodynamic 
forces. Airflow acting on the pantograph is, however, a very complex physical process depending on 
geometry, speed and various additional varying conditions such as crosswind, airflow, etc., so that 
uplifts in windy conditions can be in excess of twice those which occur at calm weather [12].Cross 
winds above a defined limit is tackled by reducing the train speed or stopping the operations, for e.g., 
in Shinkansen, cross winds above 20 m/s forces the train speed to be reduced below 200 kmph , 
while for crosswinds above 30 m/s, trains are stopped. Another important issue is the Neutral 
Section Negotiation. In Shinkansen, the infrastructure is equipped with automatic changeover for 
sectioning post so that the train is able to run at normal speed while maintaining a notch-on condition 
even at the neutral section. This is the device designed to detect the train location and operate the 
automatic changeover at the substation so as to allow the power running for the train[27]. As the 
article focuses on Rolling Stock, only further details will not be discussed here.  
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c)   Fluid-solid coupling - Aerodynamics, Noise. [15] [16].

The aerodynamic characteristics of HSR are quite different from those of airplane as the train length 
is, in general, very long, compared with the equivalent diameter of it, the train runs close to adjacent 
structures, passes through a confined tunnel, and intersecting with each other, the train runs along 
a fixed railway track, always interacting with ground, and the train can be influenced by cross-winds.
At higher speeds since the flows around train are more disturbed due to turbulence of the increased 
speed, the flow energies are converted to aerodynamic drag, noise and vibrations leading to larger 
energy losses and performance deterioration of the train system.
With the speed-up of train for speeds > 300kmph many engineering problems which do not play any 
significant role at low train speeds, become increasingly significant with regard to aerodynamic 
drag Pressure variations inside train, Train-induced flows, like the noise and vibrations, forces on 
train passing, impulse wave at tunnel exit, passenger ear discomfort, cross winds, the ballast pick-
up etc These are major factors which limits the speed-up of train system. Aerodynamic problems 
and their resultant issues are as under:

Aerodynamic phenomenon Sn Resultant issues and mitigation 

Aerodynamic drag 
Itconsists of two elements i.e. friction drag and 
pressure drag. The surface of entire train has 
many surface level gaps & discontinuities like 
the inter-car gaps, discontinuities in bogie 
structure, pantograph structure, surface 
changes at window structures, door 
structures, door-handle structures 
and other related structures. 

Cross-wind effect 
Effect of crosswind, depending on wind and 
aerodynamic design of vehicle may 
endanger the safety of train by overturning 
or can affect passengers

The quest for making the HSR vehicles lighter in view of 
operation and energy, makes them more susceptible to the 
strong cross-winds. It not only increases aerodynamic drag, but 
can also have safety implication like lift off or overturning in 
extreme cases. 

As discussed in the earlier section, the aerodynamic drag gains 
central importance, when the speed is increased as it 
increases in proportion to the square of the vehicle velocity. In 
addition, it is dependent on the cross-sectional area of train 
body, train length, shape of train fore-and after-bodies, surface 
roughness of train body, and geographical conditions around 
the traveling train. In view of above, the major mitigation 
measures include, shape optimization of the head and tail cars 
by increasing the streamlined length, properly shaping the 
horizontal cross-section shape and promoting the surface 
smoothness of both cars. Other measures include setting up a 
windshield structure in inter car region, surface smoothing of all 
the exposed components(like the roof HVAC units, and the 
bogie) , selecting appropriate locations for the air inlets/outlets 
of air conditioners and electrical equipment by analyzing the 
distribution of air pressure on the train surface and Improving 
local pressure distribution on the train surface. 

1

2

comfort. UIC[50] In addition to the weight, the vehicle height, the geographical 
location of HSR and the structure (bridge, viaduct etc.,) are the 
influencing factors for the vehicles response to cross winds. 
General mitigation strategy is to reduce speed in case of 
advance wind information for e.g, France uses wind fences and 
real time Cross wind alarm (wind alert system) and train speed 
reduction system. Wind fences could act as sound barrier at the 
same time and help to reduce noise emissions of high speed 
trains[18].Shinkansen uses anemometers at identified locations 
with planned spacing for advance wind information.The effect 
of the crosswind on the pantograph is also a factor in the 
mitigation strategy.
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Aerodynamic phenomenon Sn Resultant issues and mitigation 

Train Meeting Event 
A train moving at High speed creates strong 
air disturbance, which becomes even 
stronger when two such trains pass each 
other at High Speeds. Such train crossing 
evens are even more complicated in case of 
occurring in the confined spaces of tunnels. 

Slip stream (Winds induced by train) A 
train passing at High speed creates strong 
air disturbance behind it, which can affect 
the safety of platform passe-ngers or 
maintenance crew standing on the ground.

It is also associated with the cross-sectional area of train body, 
train length, shape of train fore- and after-bodies, surface 
roughness of train body, etc.

The undesirable result of such even are possible effect on 
running stability and passenger discomfort. 
The heads of the Shinkansen HSR from the 0 Series to the 500 
Series were gradually lengthened and unique head car shapes 
were developed for the 700 Series and E4 Series which 
become mature through the design of the N700, E5, E6, and E7 
Series. Japan has adopted a bionic shape design concept 
since the development of the N700 Series (N700A & N700S) 
which have a ''double-wing dorsal- fin streamlined head"[11]. 
In addition to the above mentioned mitigation techniques 
based on vehicle design measures, along with keeping the 
track center distances not lesser than 4.6m, various 
operational measures such as formulating a rational train-
formation plan based on similar speeds & cross- section 
profiles .

3

4

Pressure variations in tunnels 
When a HSR enters a tunnel, a compression 
wave is formed ahead of the train which 
propagates along the Tunnel at a nearly 
sonic speed. Further, a part of the 
compression wave leaving the tunnel exit 
gives rise to an impulse noise (Micro-
pressure waves radiating from tunnel exit). 
In Tunnel with double track (common in 
Shinkansen), the effect of cross wind 
impulse due to the HSR train on parallel 
track is also important for OHE design, 
Panto behaviour and need for air tight car 
body designs. Effect on the car body is also a 
function of tunnel size. The narrow tunnels of 
older infrastructure had more adverse effect 

The aerodynamic drag of the train increases as the train 
enters the tunnel and then decreases slightly as the train 
proceeds through the tunnel. The influencing factors for the 
aerodynamic drag of a train travelling in a tunnel include the 
head car shape and the aspect ratio, length & body cross-
sectional area of train, length, cross-sectional area & structure 
of tunnel. The pressure variation causes passenger 
discomfort (ear discomfort), and causes vehicle body stress 
(fatigue damage) apart from impact on trains ventilation 
system. This has a bearing on Carbody strength and Air 
tightness of the coach. The environmental problems near 
tunnel exit are mitigated by proper tunnel end designs. 

Aerodynamic noise Environmental problems discussed below 

Ballast Pickup 
When the train speeds are increased 
beyond 250kmph, the problem of Flying 
Ballast or Ballast Pick up is reported which 
damages the exposed underslung 
components UIC[50].

The proposed mitigation measures include either the usage of 
Ballastless track, change of sleeper design, lowering the 
ballast or Ballast gluing. or Carborne  measures like shielding 
the underslung components 

5

6

7

Noise: 
The High Speed Rail system generates a very high noise, which not only effects the humans 
outside, but also has to be mitigated suitably to shield the passengers inside. This Environmental 
issue of high noise in fact affects the HSR projects worldwide due to stiff social protests. So the 
environmental issue of noise needs a prioritized redressal in any HSR project. 
Technically, the issue involves identification of main sources of noise generation and devise 
countermeasures for reducing the source noise and restricting the noise propagation both to the 
outside environment as well as to the inside of the car[35] [52]. 
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Generally speaking, high-speed train noise comes from three kinds of sources, namely, Traction 
noise, Rolling noise and Aerodynamic noise[59]. Also in addition location specific noises like 
curve squeal or bridge noise are also present, which will however not be discussed. Research 
results have shown that the Traction noise and Rolling noise are respectively proportional to the 
first and third power of train speed. However, the acoustic power of Aerodynamic noise grows as 
the 6th to 8th power of train speed. Consequently, with continuous increasing of train speed, the 
contribution of aerodynamic noise eventually becomes the dominant factor. This critical speed 
generally falls within the range of 200kmph to 300kmph, different for different type of trains [60]. 
The various types of Noise are summarized in the figure below: 

Traction noise: 
Bogie Noise-As pointed earlier, that streamlining covers or fairings are used over bogies 
to avoid gaps and resultant turbulence due the surface discontinuity. These measures 
are effective but generate extra work for maintenance. 
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It is generated at the Rail-Wheel interface due to vertical relative displacement caused by wheel rail 
irregularities like roughness or rail joints or wheel flats etc. and thereafter gets propagated through 
the wheel, rails and sleepers, as shown in the figure below. Thus, together with the rail, the wheel is 
one of the main sources of rolling noise generation, especially above ~ 1 − 2kHz depending on the 
wheel diameter. Noise due to Corrugation, most likely as a result of stiffer rail pads used in slab 
tracks seems to be recurrent issue in Chinese HSR. The countermeasure for this noise due to 
roughness is the rail grinding, the technique of grinding again has a bearing on this noise[52]. 

Various mitigation measures reportedly applied in the wheel for rolling noise, are the 
implementation of bogie shrouds, damping solutions developments like friction damping rings, 
resilient wheels and sandwich- type dampers[45]. 
Various designs of wheel dampers have been used as a countermeasure for the noise generated 
at wheels like, Plate dampers (mounted to the web), Sandwich dampers, (mounted to the tyre), 
Ring dampers, (a metal ring that is sprung into a groove in the tyre), Constrained layer dampers 
(thin layers of damping material glued to the web) etc. 
However, practically not all wheels can be fitted with dampers, for example, wheel dampers cannot 
be combined with cheek mounted disk brakes. 

Aerodynamic noise: 
Since the power of aerodynamic noise grows in proportion to 6th to 8th power of train's speed, 
aerodynamic noise is the dominant noise in the high-speed range. When the train runs at a speed 
above 300 kmph, the aerodynamic noise outside the train accounts for over 50% of the total noise 
which seriously affects passenger comfort inside saloon and causes serious noise pollution 
outside.  At Higher speeds the main contributor of this noise is the leading car (bogie) and the upper 
parts. As discussed earlier, the main aerodynamic noise sources on a high speed train are derived 
from the fluctuating pressure on the train surface, and the mechanism of aerodynamic noise 
generation varies according to the regions and components. Research results show that the 
irregular structure of the pantograph bogie and coupling component of the train is the main 
generating region of aerodynamic noise. 

Panto Acoustic Noise: 
Another new and unexpected phenomenon which needs to be addressed when the RS speeds are 
raised is the aerodynamic noise of a pantograph, especially a pan-head which is one of the 
dominant aerodynamic noise sources. It not only causes acoustic noise but structural vibration 
also depending on the aerodynamic characteristics and pantograph shapes. When the 
panhead moves in the air, the flow around it separates from the panhead surface 
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and Karman vortices street behind the panhead cause pressure fluctuations. The pressure 
fluctuations propagate to far- field and cause Aeolian tone. Therefore, if the flow around the 
panhead can be controlled so that the Karman vortices are weakened, aerodynamic noise from 
the panhead will be reduced. 
Many mitigation measures have been developed, especially in Japan which includes low noise 
panto design, Panto shielding with various designs including porous covers etc.It is reported that , 
the new type of single-arm multi-segment low-noise pantograph that is used for Japan's E5, E6, 
and E7 EMU's, together with other noise-reduction measures, maintains the environmental noise 
at the 275 kmph level when the train is running at 320 kmph[14]. 

Noise mitigation: 
Presently there are several mitigation measures employed like noise barriers, rail dampers, 
acoustic shielding, absorptive matting, track dynamics control etc. These measures, either work 
as Noise barriers (affecting the noise propagation path) or as Dampers (decreasing the vibration 
resulting in the decrease of acoustic energy radiation) restricting to the present scope of RS, due 
to scope of this paper, the mitigation measures adopted in RS shall be discussed. 

The general methodology adopted for noise reduction inside the car is first to measure the noise 
and vibration in stationary tests and running tests to identify the noise sources in detail. Then the 
degree of contribution to total noise and transfer paths from sources of individual noises are 
studied. Based on the analysis by sophisticated numerical models and specialized Computational 
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Techniques, appropriate countermeasures are examined along with their 
effect on Rolling Stock weight, interfaces, cost etc. Finally, the results are validated in practical 
stationary and running tests again and the cycle is repeated for further refining[16]. 

In general, the task of Interior noise control revolves around carbody (light weighting), air-tightness 
design, underslung equipment layout, vibration-reduction structure optimization and selection of 
acoustic proofing (absorption/insulation) materials. Various sound insulation board with new low-
noise structure, new sound- absorption materials are employed in carbody side-wall skirt baffles 
and floors. The window-glass interlayer is thickened; sound-the bogies are equipped with 
enclosure to isolate the noise in the rotating area under the car; the change in carbody height 
throughout the whole train is kept small, the contour is smooth, and there is no gap between cars; 
and the sound-absorption material for the carbody can effectively absorb the reflected noise 
between the rail and the carbody. 
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5. Conclusion 
It is seen that there has been a continual requirement for speed increase in all transportation 
media, and so naturally in Rail too. The Railway steel on steel rolling stock uses the same 
technology platform for Higher speeds as for its Normal speeds but with Technical & Performance 
envelopes pushed to hitherto unattainable limits by continual experimentation and refinements. 
The successes have been achieved by the growing understanding of physical principles and 
phenomenon involved. Experimentation, data collection, physical and computer simulation have 
been used as tools for extending the knowledge frontiers which now armed with modern 
computing prowess paves the way for pushing the frontiers further. Speed up bid requires not only 
advanced understanding of the limitations of conventional rail couplings like Wheel-Rail, Panto-
Catenary etc. but of the new phenomenon witnessed at Higher speeds like the Aerodynamics and 
the Noise which becomes almost a social barrier. The upper limit though at present seems to be 
around 400kmph, restricted due to Panto-OHL coupling. Rolling stock being the centre piece in 
the entire process of speed-up of rail, poses challenges in terms of capabilities of materials and 
mechanisms which were considered adequate otherwise. Newer design concepts powered by 
the advances in Power Electronics & Material science have been the backbone of this rail speed 
revolution. 
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 “भारत क� संवैधािनक भाषाए”ं�

भारतीय संिवधान क� आठव� अनुसूची म� संवैधािनक �प से 22 भाषा� को शािमल �कया गया ह ै

जो �क इस �कार ह ै:-

1. असिमया - �इस भाषा क� िलिप �ा�ी िलिप का ही एक िवकिसत �प ह ै। यह भाषा असम रा�य क� 
                  �राजभाषा ह ै।

2. बां�ला -    � बां�ला िलिप मूलत: �ा�ी िलिप और असिमया िलिप का िवकिसत �प ह ै । यह 
बां�लादशे  और भारत के पि�म बंगाल, असम तथा ि�पुरा रा�य� म� बोली जाती ह ै।

3. गुजराती - � गुजराती नागरी िलिप का नया �वाही �व�प नवीन गुजराती को इंिगत करता ह।ै यह 
                  �गुजरात रा�य क� राजभाषा ह ै। महारा� के सीमावत� इलाक� म� रहने वाले लोग इस 
                    भाषा से भली-भांित प�रिचत ह ै। 

4. िह�दी -    � �हदंी भाषा क� िलिप �ा�ी िलिप, दवेनागरी िलिप, नागरी और फ़ारसी िलिप  यह 
अिधकतर उ�री भारत, मॉ�रशस व अ�य दशे म� बोली जाती ह ै।

5. क�ड़ - � क�ड़ िलिप का िवकास अशोक क� �ा�ी िलिप के दि�णी �कार� से �आ ह।ै यह कना�टक 
              � रा�य क� राजभाषा ह ै। तिमलनाडु के ि�भाषी समुदाय के लोग भी यह भाषा बोलते ह � ।

6. क�मीरी - � ऐितहािसक �प से क�मीरी भाषा को चार िलिपय� म� िलखा जाता ह ै - शारदा, 
दवेनागरी, फ़ारसी-अरबी और रोमन । यह मु�यतः क�मीर म� बोली जाती ह ै।

7. क�कणी - � क�कणी अनेक िलिपय� म� िलखी जाती रही ह ैजैसे - दवेनागरी, क�ड, मलयालम और 

रोमन इ�या�द ।  क�कणी गोवा, महारा� के दि�णी भाग, कना�टक के उ�री भाग तथा 

केरल के कुछ �े�� म�  बोली जाती ह ै।

8. मलयालम -  यह शलाका िलिप के अंतग�त आती ह।ै मलयालम भाषा मु�यतः दि�ण-पि�मी तटीय 
                � रा�य केरल म� बोली जाती ह ै। यह केरल और क� �शािसत �दशे ल��ीप क� राजभाषा ह ै
               �  ले�कन सीमावत� रा�य� म� भी मलयालम बोली और समझी जाती ह ै।

9. मिणपुरी - � इस भाषा क� अपनी िलिप ह,ै िजसे �थानीय लोग मेइतेई माएक कहते ह � । यह मु�यतः 
               � पूव��र भारत के िलए मिणपुर रा�य म� बोली जाने वाली भाषा ह।ै यह असम, िमज़ोरम, 
               � ि�पुरा, बां�लादशे और �यांमार म� भी बोली जाती ह ै।

10. मराठी - � मराठी भाषा को िलखने के िलए दवेनागरी और इसके �वाही �व�प के िलए मोदी िलिप, 
दोन� िलिपय� का उपयोग होता ह ै। यह महारा� क� राजभाषा ह।ै यह भाषा गोवा,
कना�टक, गुजरात म� बोली जाती ह ै। के��शािसत �दशे� म� यह दमन-दीव और दादरा 
तथा नगर हवेली म� भी बोली जाती ह ै।
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11. नेपाली - � इस भाषा क� िलिप नेपाली ह।ै यह भाषा नेपाल के अित�र� भारत के िस��म, पि�म 

बंगाल, उ�र-पूव� रा�य� आसाम, मिणपुर, अ�णाचल �दशे, मेघालय तथा उ�राख�ड के 

अनेक लोग� क� मातृभाषा ह ै।

12. उिड़या - � उिड़या इस भाषा क� िलिप ह।ै यह उड़ीसा रा�य क� राजभाषा ह ै।

13. पंजाबी - � इसक� िलिप पंजाबी ह।ै यह भाषा भारत तथा पा�क�तान म� बोली जाती ह।ै

14. सं�कृत - � इस भाषा क� िलिप सं�कृत ह।ै यह भाषा वै�दक काल म� बोली और िलखी जाती थी ।

15. �संधी - � यह मु�यत: दो िलिपय� म� िलखी जाती ह ै- अरबी-�संधी िलिप। यह भारत और पा�क�तान 
                  �म� बोली जाती ह ै।

16. तिमल - � ऐितहािसक �प से तिमल लेखन �णाली का िवकास �ा�ी िलिप से व�े-लुटटु (मुड़ े�ए 
अ�र) और कोले-लु�टु (ल�बाकार अ�र) के �थानीय �पांतरण� के साथ �आ । यह 
तिमलनाडु  क� राजभाषा ह ै।

17. उद �ू - � उद �ू के िलए फ़ारसी-अरबी िलिप �यु� होती ह ै। यह भारत और पा�क�तान म� बोली 
जाती  ह ै।

18. तेलुग ु - � तेलुगु इस भाषा क� िलिप ह ै। यह आ�� �दशे क� सरकारी भाषा ह ै।

19. बोडो - � बोडो भाषा को भारत के उ�रपूव,�  नेपाल और बां�लादशे म� रहने वाले बोडो लोग बोलते ह � ।

20. ड�गरी - � इसक� अपनी िलिप ह,ै िजसे डोगरा अ�खर या डोगरे कहते ह।�  यह ज�मू-क�मीर रा�य क�  
दसूरी मु�य भाषा ह ै।

21. मैिथली - � पहले इसे िमिथला�र तथा कैथी िलिप म� िलखा जाता था जो बां�ला और असिमया िलिपय� 
से िमलती थी पर काला�तर म� दवेनागरी िलिप का �योग होने लगा । मैिथली भाषा उ�री 
िबहार और नेपाल के तराई के इलाक़� म� बोली जाने वाली भाषा ह ै।

22. संथाली - यह झारख�ड, असम, िबहार, उड़ीसा, ि�पुरा, और पि�म बंगाल म� बोली जाती ह ै।
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“ बस खाली मु�ी बाक� ह ै”

तीन   पहर   तो   बीत   गय,े

बस  एक  पहर ही बाक� ह।ै

जीवन हाथ� से �फसल गया,

बस  खाली  मु�ी  बाक�  ह।ै

सब  कुछ पाया इस जीवन म�,

�फर   भी   इ�छाए ं बाक�  ह�

दिुनया  स े हमने   �या  पाया,

यह लेखा - जोखा ब�त �आ,

इस  जग  ने हमसे �या पाया,

बस   ये   गणनाएं   बाक�  ह।�

इस भाग-दौड़  क�  दिुनया म�

हमको इक पल का होश नह�,

वैसे   तो  जीवन  सुखमय  ह,ै

पर �फर भी �य� संतोष नह� !

�या   यूं   ही  जीवन  बीतेगा,

�या  यू ं ही  सांस� बंद ह�गी ?

और�  क�  पीड़ा  दखे  समझ

कब अपनी आंख� नम ह�गी ?

मन  के  अंतर  म�  कह�  िछपे

इस  ��  का  उ�र बाक� ह।ै

मेरी    खुिशयां,   मेरे  सपने

मेरे     ब�े,     मेरे    अपने

यह  करते - करत े शाम �ई

इसस े पहल े तम  छा जाए

इसस े पहल े �क  शाम ढले

कुछ  दरू   परायी   ब�ती म�

एक  दीप  जलाना बाक� ह।ै

तीन   पहर   तो   बीत   गय,े

बस  एक पहर ही बाक�  ह।ै

जीवन हाथ� से �फसल गया,

बस खाली  मु�ी  बाक�  ह ै।

“�हदंी का अमृत पान”

�हदंी �ान,

मेरे िलए अमृत रस पान

िजतनी बार उसे पीता �,ँ लगता है

उतनी बार पुन: जीता �,ँ

�हदंी सुधा-सार मेरे िलए

�चंतामिण ह ैब� बार

सपने म� भी रोम-रोम को

रोमांिचत करती है

उसक� मधुर धुन� क� जय-जयकार

�हदंी �विन-

मेरे िलए पारसमिण ह ैअनमोल

िजतनी बार उसे सुनता �-ँ

लगता है

उतनी बार पुन: वृंदावन घूमता �ँ

मेरे सारे समूचे सं�कार� क� िनिध

�वयं भारत-भूिम,

�वयं �हदंी, िजसके बोल

मेरे िलए आनंद अनमोल

िजसके गान, इन �ाण� म� मो�, वरदान,

मेरे िलए �भु राम-सा ह ैिजसका सुिमरण

िजस-िजस घड़ी उसक� शरण म� जाता �ँ

उस-उस घड़ी अपने मन-मं�दर म�
लगता ह ै�हदंी का अमृत पान करता � ं।

संकलनकता�

शेख शौकत 

क.अनुवादक, राजभाषा, इरीन, नािशक रोड
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संकलनकता�

िवकास कुमार बघेल

व.अनुवादक, राजभाषा, इरीन, नािशक 

*अटूट् िव�ास*

रात के ढाई बज रह ेथे, सेठ जी को न�द नह� आ रही थी । वह घर म� च�र पर च�र लगाये जा रह ेथे, पर चैन नह� पड़ 

रहा था । आिखर थक कर नीचे उतर आए और कार िनकाली । शहर क� सड़क� पर िनकल गए । रा�ते म� एक पाक�  �दखा सोचा 

थोड़ी दरे इस पाक�  म� जाकर बैठता �,ँ शायद शांित िमल जाये। 

सेठ जी  पाक�  म� बैठ कर  �यान लगाने क� कोिशश कर रह ेथे तो दखेते ह � �क एक आदमी दसूरी ब�च पर बैठा �आ ऊपर क� 

तरफ आसमान को एकटक िनहार रहा था । उसके अंदर एक अजीब सी खामोशी थी और उसका उदास चेहरा, आंख� म� ज�रत क� 

अिभलाषा थी उसे दखे कर ऐसा लग रहा था �क शायद �कसी बड़ी मुसीबत म� फंसा �आ ह ै। 

सेठ जी को रहा नह� गया वह उसके पास गए और बोले “भई �या बात ह”ै ? ब�त परेशान �दखाई द ेरह ेहो । �या म� 

तु�हारी कुछ मदद कर सकता � ं?

 उस �ि� ने एक अनजानी नजर से सेठ को दखेा और कहा �क मेरी परेशानी िसफ�  ऊपर वाला ही दरू कर सकता ह ै। आप 

जैसे बड़ ेलोग गरीब� क� परेशानी �या समझ�गे ?

सेठ ने कहा, नह�, कुछ बताओ तो सही य�द मेरे लायक  कुछ मदद होगी तो मुझे बड़ी खुशी होगी । तुम बेिझझक मुझे 

बताओ  तु�ह � �या तकलीफ ह ै?  म� पूरी कोिशश क�ंगा �क शायद तु�हारी कुछ मदद कर संकू ? 

 अब उस �ि� ने �फर से सेठ को दखेा जो�क अ�छे और मंहगे कपड़ ेपहने �ए था तो उसे भरोसा हो गया �क मेरी मदद 

हो सकती ह ै। 

आदमी ने कहा " मेरी प�ी अ�पताल म� ह,ै सुबह य�द उसका आपरेशन नह� �आ तो वह मर जायेगी और मेरे पास 

आपरेशन के िलए पैसे नह� ह ै।

उसक� बात सुनकर सेठ जी ने जेब म� िजतने �पए थ े वह उस आदमी को द े�दए । अब गरीब आदमी के चहरे पर चमक 

आ ग� थ�  और सेठ जी का शु��या करने के साथ ही साथ ऊपर वाले का शु��या भी करने लगा । 

सेठ जी ने अपना काड � �दया, और कहा इसम� फोन न�बर और पता भी ह ैऔर ज�रत हो तो िनसंकोच बताना ।

उस गरीब आदमी ने काड � वािपस द े�दया और कहा, "मेरे पास उसका पता ह ै" इस पते क� ज�रत नह� ह ैसेठजी ।

आ�य� से सेठ ने कहा "�कसका पता ह ैभाई” ?

"उस गरीब आदमी ने कहा,  "िजसने रात को ढाई बजे आपको यहां भेजा उसका ।"

सेठ जी ब�त हरैान हो गए �क �कसने मुझे भेजा ह ैमुझे तो न�द नह� आ रही थी इसिलए घूमने िनकल पड़ा �फर �कसने मुझे 

भेजा ह ै? यह सोच कर उसने अपनी गाड़ी िनकाली और घर क� तरफ चल पड़ा ले�कन अब उसके अंदर एक अजीब सा 

सुकून था । वह घर प�चं कर जैसे ही िब�तर पर लेटा उसे तुरंत न�द आ गई ।  

 सीख-   “अटूट् िव�ास से सारे काय� पूण� हो जाते ह”ै । 
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संकलनकता�

महशे एस मानेकर

जेिनटर, �ंथालय, इरीन, नािशक रोड

एक �दन म�ढक� के �दमाग म� आया �क �य� ना एक रेस करवाई जाए । रेस म� भाग लेने वाले �ितयोिगय� को ख�भे पर 

चढ़ना होगा और जो सबसे पहले ऊपर प�चं जाएगा वही िवजेता माना जाएगा। 

रेस का �दन आ पं�चा , चारो तरफ ब�त भीड़ थी । आस -पास के इलाक� से भी कई म�ढक इस रेस म� िह�सा लेने प�चें । 

माहौल म� सरगम� थी,  हर तरफ शोर ही शोर मच रहा था ।

 रेस शु� �ई …

ले�कन ख�भे को दखेकर भीड़ म� एक� �ए �कसी भी म�ढक को ये यक�न नह� �आ �क कोई भी म�ढक ऊपर तक प�चं 

पायेगा …

हर तरफ यही सुनाई दतेा …

अरे ये ब�त क�ठन ह ै!   कोई भी ये रेस पूरी नह� कर पाएगा ।

भीड़ म� कुछ कह रह ेथे �क जीतने क� बात ही छोड़ो पहले तो इतने िचकने ख�भे पर चढ़ा ही नह� जा सकता  और यही 

हो भी रहा था । जो भी म�ढक कोिशश करता, वो थोडा ऊपर जाकर �फसल कर नीचे िगर जाता  कई म�ढक दो-तीन बार िगरने के 

बावजूद अपने �यास म� लगे �ए थे …

पर भीड़ तो अभी भी िच�लाये जा रही थी, “ये नह� हो सकता, असंभव ह ै” और कई उ�सािहत म�ढक भी ये सुन-सुनकर 

हताश हो गए और उ�ह�ने अपना �यास छोड़ �दया ।

ले�कन उ�ह� म�ढक� के बीच एक छोटा सा म�ढक था , जो बार -बार िगरने पर भी उसी जोश के साथ ऊपर चढ़ने म� लगा 

�आ था । वो लगातार ऊपर क� ओर बढ़ता रहा और अंततः वह ख�भे के ऊपर प�चं गया और इस रेस का िवजेता बन गया ।

उसक� जीत पर सभी को बड़ा आ�य� �आ, सभी म�ढक उसे घेर कर खड़ ेहो गए और पूछने लगे , ”तुमने ये असंभव काम 

कैसे कर �दखाया ?  भला तु�ह � अपना ल�य �ा� करने क� शि� कहाँ से िमली, ज़रा हम� भी तो बताओ �क तुमने ये िवजय कैसे 

�ा� क� ?”

तभी पीछे से एक आवाज़ आई … “अरे उससे �या पूछते हो , वो तो बहरा ह ै”

सीख- अ�सर हमारे अ�दर अपना ल�य �ा� करने क� कािबिलयत होती ह,ै पर हम अपने चार� तरफ मौजूद 

        नकारा�मकता क� वजह से खुद को कम आंक बैठते ह � । आव�यकता इस बात क� ह ै�क हम हम� कमजोर 

        बनाने वाली हर एक आवाज के �ित बहरे और ऐसे हर एक द�ृय के �ित अंधे हो जाएं और तब हम� 
        सफलता के िशखर पर प�चँने से कोई नह� रोक पायेगा । 

“ िवजेता”

ब�त समय पहले क� बात ह ैएक सरोवर म� ब�त सारे म�ढक रहते थे । सरोवर के बीच� -बीच एक ब�त पुराना धातु का 

ख�भा भी लगा �आ था । िजसे उस सरोवर को बनवाने वाले राजा ने लगवाया था ।  ख�भा काफ� ऊँचा था और उसक� सतह भी 

ब�त िचकनी थी ।
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“घमंडी”

हसं� का एक झु�ड समु� तट के ऊपर से गुज़र रहा था, उसी जगह एक कौवा भी मौज म�ती कर रहा था। उसने हसं� को 

उपे�ा भरी नज़र� से दखेा “तुम लोग �कतनी अ�छी उड़ान भर लेते हो !” कौवा मज़ाक के लहजे म� बोला, “तुम लोग और कर ही 

�या सकते हो बस अपना पंख फड़फड़ा कर उड़ान भर सकते हो !!! �या तुम मेरी तरह फुत� से उड़ सकते हो ???  मेरी तरह हवा 

म� कलाबािजयां �दखा सकते हो ???  नह�, तुम तो ठीक से जानते भी नह� �क उड़ना �कसे कहते ह � !

कौवे क� बात सुनकर एक वृ� हसं बोला, “ये अ�छी बात ह ै�क तुम ये सब कर लेते हो, ले�कन तु�ह � इस बात पर घमंड 

नह� करना चािहए ।”

”म� घमंड – वमंड नह� जानता, अगर तुम म� से कोई भी मेरा मुकाबला कर सकते हो तो सामने आओ और मुझे हरा कर 

�दखाओ।”

एक युवा नर हसं ने कौवे क� चुनौती �वीकार कर ली । यह तय �आ �क �ितयोिगता दो चरण� म� होगी, पहले चरण म� 

कौवा अपने करतब �दखायेगा और हसं को भी वही करके �दखाना होगा और दसूरे चरण म� कौवे को हसं के करतब दोहराने ह�गे 

।

�ितयोिगता शु� �ई, पहले चरण क� शु�आत कौवे ने क� और एक से बढ़कर एक कलाबािजयां �दखाने लगा, वह 

कभी गोल-गोल च�र खाता तो कभी ज़मीन छूते �ए ऊपर उड़ जाता । वह� हसं उसके मुकाबले कुछ ख़ास नह� कर पाया । कौवा 

अब और भी बढ़-चढ़ कर बोलने लगा, ”म� तो पहले ही कह रहा था �क तुम लोग� को और कुछ भी नह� आता…ही ही ही…”

�फर दसूरा चरण शु� �आ, हसं ने उड़ान भरी और समु� क� तरफ उड़ने लगा । कौवा भी उसके पीछे हो िलया,” ये 

कौन सा कमाल �दखा रह ेहो, भला सीधे -सीधे उड़ना भी कोई चुनौती ह ै???  सच म� तुम मूख� हो !”, कौवा बोला।

पर हसं ने कोई ज़वाब नही �दया और चुप-चाप उड़ता रहा, धीरे-धीरे वे ज़मीन से ब�त दरू होते गए और कौवे का 

बड़बड़ाना भी कम होता गया और कुछ दरे म� िब�कुल ही बंद हो गया । कौवा अब बुरी तरह थक चुका था, इतना �क अब उसके 

िलए खुद को हवा म� रखना भी मुि�कल हो रहा था और वो बार -बार पानी के करीब प�चें जा रहा था । हसं कौवे क� ि�थित 

समझ रहा था, पर उसने अनजान बनते �ए कहा,” तुम बार-बार पानी �य� छू रह ेहो, �या ये भी तु�हारा कोई करतब ह ै? ”नह� 

” कौवा बोला,”मुझे माफ़ कर दो” म� अब िब�कुल थक चुका � ँऔर य�द तुमने मेरी मदद नह� क� तो म� यह� दम तोड़ दगूंा…”मुझे 

बचा लो म� कभी घमंड नह� �दखाऊंगा….”

हसं को कौवे पर दया आ गयी, उसने सोचा �क चलो कौवा सबक तो सीख ही चुका ह,ै अब उसक� जान बचाना ही ठीक 

होगा, और वह कौवे को अपने पीठ पर बैठा कर वापस तट क� और उड़ चला ।

सीख- हमे इस बात को समझना चािहए �क भले ही हम� पता ना हो पर हर �कसी म� कुछ न कुछ गुण होते ह �  जो 

        उसे िवशेष बनाते ह � और भले ही हमारे अ�दर हज़ार� अ�छाईयां ह�, पर य�द हम उस पर घमंड करते ह � तो 

        दरे-सबेर हम� भी कौवे क� तरह श�म�दा होना पड़ता ह ै। इसिलए �यान रिखये �क कह� जाने -अनजाने हम भी 

        कौवे वाली गलती तो नह� कर रह े?

संकिलत ��तुित

�ंथालय अनुभाग �ारा
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researchers and other interested persons to contribute articles pertaining to or relevant to the area of 
Railway Electrical Engineering. The articles can be on relevant technical/ management topics and 
should help in dissemination of knowledge besides offering new ideas for application in the field. 
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through their careers. It is important that the officers write articles/ papers around their important 
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accommodated in a two column set up.

4. The paper's content should be easily comprehensible to the readers.

3. The paper may be a review of conventional electrical technology possibilities of  improvement 
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